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DISEASES OF THE SUPR~EN.AL GLANDS. 
The Suprarenal glands are two/ small, roughly 
triangular shaped organs which sit closely on tap of 
the kidneys. They resemble very much flattened "cocked 
hats" which are tipped toward the midline. The average 
weight of a single organ is from ten to twelve grams 
and each measures about five by three by one centimeters. 
EMBfiYOLOGY. 
A study of the development of the suprarenal glands, 
from a comparative anatomy standpoint, shows that the 
glands were originally of two parts, each distinct and 
separate. In the lower vertebrates, espec ially in the 
fish, this arrangement is especially well demonstrated. 
The cortioal substance 9 which is of mesothelial origin, 
never unites with the medullary substance. Rather it 
assumes a position medial to the medullary substance and 
,remains there as a distinct and separate unit. Since these 
organs occupy the area between the urinary organs in 
these animals the term "Interrenal Organs" has been 
given the tissue. 
As the vertebrate scale is ascended, up to the 
amphibia, reptiles, and birds it is seen that the two 
parts lie closer together, and finally in mammals they 
have united to form a single gland. The process can be 
traced in mammals by a study of the embryo. Here 
a~ain is seen the two parts which gradually approach 
e &011 other and finally unite into one atruoture. 
THE CORTICAL SUBSTANCE. 
The oortical substanoe originates from mesodermal 
tissue. The mesothelium, at the level of the cephalic 
one-third of the mesonephros in embryos of five to six 
miluaeters, proliferates and sends buds. or sprouts. 
into the m~H"~li:l<:,hyrne ~t eaoh side of the root of the 
dorsal mesentery_ Before long these sprouts lose their 
oonnection with the parent tissue and become joined 
together to form a rather oompact mass of eplthelial-
like oells ventro-lateral to the aorta. Not infrequently 
these masses fuse across the midl1M i ventral to the 
aorta. These masses are the anlagen ot the oortioal 
substanoe of the two suprarenal glands. and from the 
intermediate l'tlsltton in lower ver~ebrates ther are 
termed Interrenal Organs. 
THE MEDULLARY SUBSTANCE. 
Shortly -after the anlagen of the oort ioal substanoe 
aplleats there is notioed a beginning differentiation 
of some of the sympathetio ganglia which 11e in the 
region of the mesonephros. This differentiation 
produoes two types of cells. (1) the so-called SlIlpathq-
blasts whioh beoome the sympathetiC ganglion oells. and 
\ 
(2}the Phaeochromoblasts whioh later give rise to the 
lIh~~OC}h:t:o~~_qI: "Q_h:rOI!\~:f'+~:;l Q~ll~. Jr:ro~ ~~1.s .~~ 1,.~~en 
that the medullary substanoe has an eotodermal origin 
since the parent sympatbetio gang11a originate in the 
nervous s18tem which arises from eotoderm. 
Soon the chromaffin oells become detaohed from 
the ganglia and migrate to a position in the region 
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of the cortical anlagen. Onoe there these cells penei;r ... 
the oortical mass in oord-like masses whioh finally 
form a single oompact mass. Some sympathoblasts are 
also oarried in with the chromaffin oells and they go 
to form the sympathetio cells within the gland. Thus, 
these two types of oells go to form thrmedullary substance. 
Since, in lower forms. these masses do not unite with 
the oortioal anlagen but remain distinot over the 
cephal ia part of the kidney they are oalled the Supra-
renal Organs. However. in mammals. the two sets of 
anlagen unite to form the Suprarenal Gland. 
As the two parts of the gland unite there is 
another important ahapge going on in the same area. 
The mesonephros 1's becoming atrophied and the supra-
renal gland is becoming more olosely assoaiated with 
tile oephalio end of the kidney, and by the time tile 
third month is half gone these glands have praotioally 
reaohed their adult position. Fot the next month 
then the glands beoome relatively very large, even 
larger than the kidney_ However from the forth ~onth 
on they grow less proportionately than the surrounding 
and by the sixth month they are about one-half as 
large as the kidneys_ At birth they are about one-third 
the size of the kidney, and 1~ the adult they are 
but one twenty-eighth the size of the kidney_ 
Not all the gland tissue is found within the 
gland oapsule or even above the kidney. Accessory parts 
of the glands may arise from cells whioh have been 
oaught before they had a cbance to unite with the rest 
of the gland. This is especially true of the oortiOal 
substance. Sometimes both oortioal and medullary 
substanoes are found embedded within the kidney, in 
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the retroperitoneal tissue near the kidneys, in the walls 
of the neigh.boring bloodvessels, or assooiated with. tbe 
internal genttal organs,the rete testis. epidldymns, 
or broad ligament. These may be extl'a glands or parts 
of th.e main gland which were carried down by the decent 
of the genital glands. 
. . r 
!aily and Miller further note some other small 
masses of tissue whioh remain in the gland and go to 
make up part of it. These are permanently assooiated 
with some of the prevertebral and peripheral sympathetic 
ganglia. 
HISTOLOGY. 
The picture presented to the miorosoope is one of 
a .sules· ,of layers Which are divided into two main types 
of oells, oortelt and medulla. They are all arranged 
in a definite manner with the outer division plaoed in 
a series of ~ones. the charaoteristios of eaoh being 
more their relationship to the bloodvessels rather 
than a differenoe in cell struoture. This is espeoially 
true in the cortex. 
Cortex. 
The outermost layer of the cortex 1s quite narrow 
and lies just inside the capsule. It has been given 
the name of zona glomeru1osa. The oe11s are s~,,,ll' 
oolunmar, olosely paoked, in ovoid or sPhe~'id groups 
",/f . 
/' 
or in small aros which surmount the. str#ight cells of 
the zona fasciculata, the next group or zone. Bormally 
no lumen is found within the glomerul8, although a 
pseudo-lumen may develope through degenerative disease 
as diphtheria. In most cases the outer. free end of 
the cell is in contaat wi til a bloodvessel. The nuole 1. 
stain quite deeply and the oytoplasm. which is rather 
scant;, ,in amount, also takes a nualear stain. The cells 
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usually oontain au amount of lipoid material proportional 
to the amount of lipoid present in the oortex. When 
present .the lipo id is present in the cytoplasm between 
the nuoleus and the oapi11ary. 
The widest part of the cortex is made up of the 
next or middle layer. called the zona fascioulate. The 
cells here are quite large, polyhedral. rioh tn lipoid. 
and are muoh larger than those of the glomerulosa 
layer. The cytoplasm is practically replaoed by lipo id 
droplets. remaining as only very narrow p'~QJeotJons 
be tween the drople ts. When the tissue is fixed in the 
ordinary way the fat is desolved out leaving a 'very 
spongy appearing oell with many vaauoles in it. The 
nuclei in these oells are oentrally plaoed and quite 
often.thel"e are seen two nuolei instead of one. This , 
a~ea is much more vasoular than the other and in the 
outer transitional part espeoially numerous mitotic 
figures are seen. 
The inner zone of the oortex is made up of 
irregularly anastomosing oords which have become so 
arranged that tbey may conform with the sinusoids which 
have taken the plaoe of the rather straight capillaries 
of the preceeding layers. ~be cells are quite similar 
to those of tbe fasoiculata zone exoept for a deoreased 
lip01d content. However, near the medulla the oells 
gradully merge into two distinot types whioh are new. 
From their staining charaoteristios they bave been 
oalledlflight" and "dark" oells. 
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The"light oells n are well rounded, are larger than 
the "dark" ones, and have a granular, pale staining 
oytoplasm which is sometimes shrunken from the membrane. 
The nuolei are smaller and vesioular. The smaller "dark 
oells" have an excavated outline Which is oompressed. 
The oytoplasm is deeply staining and homogeneous. while 
the nuoleus is shrunken and takes an even deeper stain. 
These oells are quite rioh in lipoid droplets with also 
many clumps of yellowish or brownish pigment while the 
"light cells" have very little of eith.r lipoid or 
pigment. Some of the dark oells are so markedly shrunken 
that they appear almost triangularor fusiform in cross-
sect ton, and they oontain so muoh of the pigment that 
they have been termed "ohromatophores". Also, within 
this zona retioularisere a number of cells whioh 
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appear to be degenerating or dying. 
Medulla. 
~he line separating the medulla from the zona 
retlcularis is, in the adult, quite indefinite beoause 
of the irregularity whiah is the result of the long 
masses of cortloal oells Which projeot into the medullary 
area. These medullary cells are arranged in sev.eral 
different ways, chlefly in rounded groups or short aords 
whieh are in direot contaet on all sides with the 
sinusoids. These eells have a peouliar affinity for 
chromio aoid, or its salts, and when staina! with this 
material there results a yellow or yellowish-brown 
stained picture. Various methods of staining bring 
out various properties of the cells but they all have 
the same general coloration. The origin of this yellowish 
color is the action of epinephrin, or possibly an 
antflcedent seeretion, which reacts with the ehromium 
compound to produce chromium-dioxide, and this materal, 
the eplnephrln, is seorete4 by the suprarenal medulla. 
When this same tissue is stained with ferrio-ohloride 
a greenish color is produoed, for the seme reason. 
Also within the medulla many single or grouped 
sympathetic ganglion cells are found whose axones end 
arount the chromaffin oe11s. 
In addition to the cells described, there are still 
others in large numbers,small round cells '.Thich have 
a deeply staining nucleus and a small amount of oytop1asm. 
In the fetal gland eells\~ Which are very similar to these 
are found and they ere the forerunners of the sympathetic 
and medullary cells, called sympatho-chromaffin cells. 
Rowever, in the adult gland it has been deoided that 
these are lymphocytes. 
In all the suprarenal cells mitochondria are 
demonstrable b.t tbey take on different appearances 
in the Tarions layers. In the zona glamernlosa they are 
seen as long threads at both ends of the columnar cells; 
in the zona fasciculata they are round granules and 
lie in the n~rrow cytoplasmic partitions between the 
lip01d granules. while in the light cells of the zona 
reticularis they are Tery small granules and rods 
restricted to an area close to the nucleus, and in the 
dark cells the, are large and irregular in shape. In 
the medulla they are seen as spherioal granules scattered 
throughout the eell. 
The Golgi apparatus has been desoribed only in the 
cells of the zona glomerulosa and medulla of the guinea 
pig. hedgehog, and bat. In those it forms a oircular 
net-work between the nucleus and nearest @ap!llary. 
BLOODVESSELSandNERVES. 
The suprarenal glands have a very rich arterial 
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supply in proportion to their size. There are usually three 
arteries to the glands and they probably bring more 
blood to these organs, proportionately, than is 
supplied to any other organ in the body. The superior 
suprarenal artery is a branch of the inferior phrenic 
artery, whioh is direotly off the aorta. The middle 
suprarenal artery arises directly from the aorta. and 
the inferior suprarenal artery arises from the renal 
artery. Upon entering th. capsule there are usually 
three or four successive systems of branches before 
they leave that structure. The smaller vessels finally 
tllrn at right angles and go into the capillarIes of 
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the cortex. Some of the larger arterioles may pierce 
the cortex completely and go directly to the medulla. 
The sinusoids then enter into the venales which go to 
the oentral veins. which,in tarn, all unite into a 
single aentral ve in. This ve in emerges from the capsule 
through a small indentation in the anterior surfaoe, 
whiah is called the hilus. The right suprarenal vein 
empties into the inferior vena aavs. while the left 
joins the left renal ve in. 
The central vein, and larger tributaries, are 
all completely lined with endothelium. In the wall 
many smooth fibers running in both longitudinal and 
obliquely circular directions are found. The 
longitudinal fibers make irregular indentations into 
the lumen of the veins, sinoe they arentt evenly 
distributed throughout the walls. 
In the cortex the sinusoids are lined by endothelium 
and also by mata~. histeocytes. which store lithium 
Carmine. and in heavily stained animals their number 
is inareased.The structure of the sinusoids is very 
similar to that of the liver. 
The lymphatic drainage is arranged in a series 
of three plexuses, a superficial plexus whioh is 
retroperitonealand oontinuous with one similar to it 
in the kidney; there is also a deep oapsular plexus 
and, in addition, a plexus wh10h drains the medulla. 
All these plexuses empty into the paraartic gruup 
of lymph nodes. Only those about large veins have 
been demonstrated to be endothelial lined within the 
glaud. 
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Eaoh gland is supplied by twenty to thirty nerves 
whioh arise ohiefly from the oeliao sympathetic plexus, 
but they also arise in part from the greater splanohnic 
nerve and possioly from the vagus. The f1bers ma1nly 
term1nate in claw.like endings around the individual 
cellso! the medulla. Ho.ever, a few end in relation 
to the cell groups in the cortex, especially in the 
zona retioular1s, but these don't encirole the individual 
cells. These fibers enter the cortex from the net-work 
in the aapsule and oourse along the capillar1es. 
Regeneration 
The cells of the suprarenal glands appear to have 
a oomparatively short 11fe oyole. They are replaoed 
by aotive mitotic cell ciivls1on,.ln the outer part of 
the zona fssoicnlats. and gradually move toward the 
medulla. As these oells degenerate large maorophages. 
or h1stlooytes. remove the d'bris. It is quite probable 
that the "dark" and "light" oells of the zona reticularis 
are senesoent oells and are soon to degenerate, 
differing from the dying cells only in degree of 
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morphological change. Other observers belleve that 
;' 
these "dark" and "light" oells !epresent different 
degrees of the secretory cyolefut no direot evidenoe 
supporting the idea is presented. 
The prooess of proliferation and destruction of 
the cells is hastened by aoute infections, toxemias, 
or prolonged narcosis. The oells of the oortex show 
an especial susceptibility to this type of inJury. 
It may be that this hypersensitivity of the cortical 
cells to infection is the result of a relatively 
long exposure to the toxic substances. because of the 
large blood supply Whioh flows so slowly through the 
sinusoids. However, repair always takes place in two 
to three weelts if the damage is not so sever~!as to 
, f 
cause soar forma~iO~d death to the individual. 
The medullary cells show little damage except 
for the presence of the presenoe of oolloid degeneration 
" vacuoleswhioh'contain a protein substance. 
HISTOPHYSIOLOGY. 
Medulla. 
The medulla secretes eplnephrin, the rate of 
which is acoelerated by the stimulation of the splanchnic 
sympathetlcs. The dephth and amount of the chromaffin 
staining is roughly proportional to the amount of 
epinephrin in the gland. However, the presence or 
absence of ohromaffin granules is no index to the 
activity of the gland. because the speed of :011'-,,,, 
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must be considered as well as the speed of formation. 
The ohromaffin reaction is abolished by anesthetics, 
morphine and similar drugs. 
Epinephrln has been found to act as a powerfu.l 
vaso-constrictor and sympathetio st imulator and is also 
of great value in the control of hemorrhage, to increase 
the blood pressure and combat shook. However, normally 
it may not have the same physiologic function, bacause 
it is formed in small amounts and 1s quickly destroyed 
in the blood stream. Some think , since it is seoreted 
in larger quantities in nervous excitation, that it 
makes the body more efficient for necessary response 
(Emergency theory). Others think it is only a waste 
,I 
product of protein metabolls~~ince it ls probably 
1\ 
destroyed~efore it reaches the blood stream(Exoretory 
i .5'"1 
theory). Young and Lebman did an experiment which 
revealed little, if any. fall in blood pressure followlng 
ligation of the adrenal veins, although it is clear 
that adrenalin is constantly being formed and poured 
out into the veins. 
Abelous and 1angloisS~ponser the toxic theory 
of function of the gland. This theory holds that t4xic 
effects of oertain substanoes are counteraated by a 
S\ produot found in these organs. A. Marie found that in 
vitro adrenin exerts a powerful neutralizing aotion 
upon tetanus toxin but when dried powder is used this 
effect isn't obtained. The exact signifioance of this 
in the living organism hasn't been clearly demonstrated yet. 
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In addition to the theory that epinephrin is a 
powerful vaso-oonstriotor and sympathetio stimulator 
many other aotions have been attributed to its presenoe. 
This aation in any partioular part or organ varies, 
depending on the looation and type of tissue there. 
The oardio-vasoular system- it stimulates the heart rate 
and elevates the blood pressure by oontraoting peripheral 
vessels. Smooth musole reaots differently also in 
various parts of the body. It oauses the ooronary 
vessels of the heart to dilate while the bronohial and 
intestinal musoles relax, but a violent oontraotion of 
the uterus is produoed. The pupils are extremely 
sensitive to the extraot, even in small amounts. When 
inJeoted it produoes dilation of that part. 
It has been noted that this organ (suprarenal 
gland) is assooiated very olosely with the other organs 
of internal seoretion, espeoially the thyroid gland 
and panoreas. The antagonistic aotion of epinephrin 
to ins1l1in oauses a re ady mobilization of glyoogen 
whioh produoes a rise in blood sugar. It has been noted 
also that persons who are suffering from hyperthyroidism 
are very sensitive to the aotion of epinephrin, muoh 
more so than the average person. 
Various observations have been made on the aotion 
of epinephrin when it is injeoted in varying amounts. 
5" 
Studies by Gruber indioate that in small doses 
epinephrin causes dilation of the blo04 vessels in the 
muscles, whl1e others report that it also iBcreases 
contraot iOBS of exc ised intest inal muscle, espec lally 
in very minute amounts. When it is introduoed rapidly 
into the ciroulation a rise in blood pressure is noted 
due to the constriction of unstriated l1lusole in the, 
arterioles, and it was further shown by jAiis, Barnett 
14 
51 
and SheakY that sub~utaneous injection in rabbits results 
51 . 
in increased renal activity, wbile Gunning found that 
intravenous injeation causes a dearease in urine flow • 
. %1 
In hypotonic individuals Loeper and Verpy found an 
increase in both free and total hydroahloric aald in 
the stomaah and food taken in at that time is hastened 
through the stomaoh, but where there is a state of 
increased contraction, both in intensity and frequency, 
there is produced a sedattve effect on that muscle. 
Many other experiments have been made in an attempt 
to determine the phYSiologic function of the substance 
but the results have added little to the knowledge 
of the glandular funation. 
Cortex. 
It is known that the suprarenal cortex is essential 
to life. Its loss produces a syndrome of progressive 
weakness, loss of appetite, frequent vomiting, falling 
of bloOd pressure and bOdy temperatare, and a deeply 
pigmentecl skin. 
There are two theories as to the mode of action 
of this substance: 
(l)That it detoxifies metabolio poisons. This view 
is favored but the chief substantiation is the faot 
that the oe lIs are so e as i17 damage d. 
(2)That it secretes into the blood a hormone which 
is essential to life. Evideno'e in favor of this 
opinion is that oompletely adrenaleotomized dogs have 
been kept alive by injecting oortioal extract. 
The Lipoid. 
This is a mixture of cholesterol esters, fatty 
aoids.mainly oleic, and phospholipids. Kall1 are 
doubly refracting to light t especially in the outer 
• 
part of the zona fasOiaulata. It isnt known whether 
these are excreted in the blood stream, elaborated 
in the cortioal cells, or merely stored in the oells. 
However.the quantity increases when the total amount 
in the blood stl'l'am lnoreases. as in pregnanoy_ There 
1s a deorease in the aoate infections but not ill 
starvation. even when nearly all the other body fat 
1s gone. 
T:he pigment in the zona retioula.ris is only 
present after puberty and it inoreases with age. It 
takes fat stains and is similar to the "lipochrome" 
pigment in cardiao musole and nerve oells in old age. 
It:.is probably not a produot of secretion but 1s .just 
0.00m1 tent with age. 
Interrelation of the Cortex with other glands. 
This relationship is very important, espeoially 
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with the thyroid and sex glands. It has been shown 
to hypertrophy during pregnancy. Inereased sexual 
developement causes increase in the size of the adrenals. 
Also in rabbits, thyroidectomy causes two or three 
times the normal size hypertrophy of the normal gland. 
5'"5 Sprunt has presented the knowledge of the function 
of the cortex in about as GOnc ise a !lemaer as any 
when he sums it up as being a probable catalyst in 
maintaining the normal blood ohemistry, with probably 
a specifio aotion on renal function. He believes 
the chief action to be detoxication, since destruotion 
or removal of the glands causes acoumulation of 
tOxins in the body, and death. However, there is no 
experimental evidence to support that view. It 1s 
-more likely that the products are not excreted becauee 
of the inability of the excretory organs to get a 
proper blood supply due to a circulatory failure. 
Quite recently, however, Swingle and Pfiffnerf' 
after A long series of experiments with the suprarenal 
cortical extraot, the method of preparation of Which 
they perfected and announoed 1.u March:~ 1930, have 
come to the conclusion that the function of the supra-
renal oortex is unknown. This view is supported even 
'f-i 
more reoently by liowntre. and Ball. All the thories 
which are advocated by the various observers are as 
yet unsu.bstant1ated by actual, positive experimental 
evidence. 
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Classification of the Dise aaes of the Suprarenal Glands. 
Rowntree and Ball"\ave noted that, in general, 
overactivity of either cortex or medulla is the result 
of a tumor of some type, while hypofunction is the 
result of destruction of the tissue by atrophy or some 
destruotive disease, as tuberoulosis. 
Since the suprarenal gland 1~ made up of two types 
of tissue Which differ both functionally and morphologically, 
and, since the function of these glands is so aomple~, 
it is to be expected that the·re is a large variety of 
olinical syndromes due to diseases of these glands. 
The olinical picture in eaoh oase depends on whether 
there is under or over-activity, the a~ of onset, and 
the extent and nature of the disease of the oortex or 
medulla, one or both. 
The olassifioation used here is from those presented 
~~ sf 
by Rowntree and Ball, and by Sprunt. Neither of these 
seemed to be applioable in its entirety to this paper, 
so port ions of e aoh have been chosen with some oooas ional 
headings or subdivisions which seem better to satisfy 
the material as found. 
CLASSIFICATION. 
Cortioal Hypofunotion. 
1. Addisonts Disease. 
2. Hypoadrenia. 
3. Other manefestations of apparent hypofunction. 
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Cortioal Hyperfunotion. 
l! Congenital form.- Pseudohermaphroditism. 
2. The early post-natal form.- Infantile pubertas 
praeoox. 
3. The late form.- Adult virilism and hirsutism. 
Medullary Hyperfunotion. 
1. Neuroblastoma. (Olinioal types oharaoterized by): 
a. Metastasis to the liver and lungs or the 
abdominal lymph nodes. (Pepper type) 
b. Metastatic involvement of the orbit, skull 
and long bones. (Hutchinson type.) 
o. S~.vere anemia suggesting the pernioious 
type. (Goldzieher.) 
2. Ganglioneuroma. 
Rare; usually found inoidentally at autopsy. 
Metastasis rare. 
3. Paraganglioma, may oause: 
Intermittant hyperfunotion, 
Continuous hypertension, sometimes with diabetes. 
Medullary Hypofunotion. 
Other ~ondi~lons which appear to be assooiated with 
Suprarenal dysfunotion. 
1. Relation to neoplastio tumors. 
2. Peripheral arterial disease.- Buerger's Disease 
and Raynaud' s Dise ase. 
3. EV:~denoe of endoorine interrelation. 
4 •. Vi tam ins • 
ADDISOBtS DISEASE. 
i~ 
Sprunt defines this condition as 'being "A state 
of insufficiency of the suprarenal glands assooiated 
with the olinioal features of marked asthenia, with 
marked feebleness of the heart's aotionand low blood 
,I 
pressure, with irritability of the gastro-intestional 
traot, and with pigmentation of the skin". 
The disease is relatively quite rare. In 1924 
there were 363 oases reported in the United states 
registration are~ut of 1,173,990 deaths. There was 
a similar inoidenoe in 1923, giving a ieath rate of 
s~ 
0.4 per 100.000. 
In 1855 Addison first reoognized that the oause 
of the peculiar synirome, whioh had been noted for 
some time before that, lay in the suprarenal gland. 
In this case he found that the suprarenal glands were 
extremell hard and about the size of hen's eggs. He 
originall, attributed the oaase of the disease to be 
tuberoulosis. but sinoe that time various observers 
have seen that there are also numerous other oauses. 
but tuberoulosis is bl far ,the greatest. Sprunt oites 
a series of 402 oases reported bl Guttman at autopsy. 
in whiob he found 70~ of the oases to be due to 
tuberoulosis of the glands, 20% were associated with 
primarily oontracted glands, (atrophy) , and 10% 
resulted from a variety of oonditions: pyogenio infeotions, 
20 
amyloidosis, vasoular diseases, and neoplasms. Only one 
case in this series was reported as beiQg due to syphilis. 
In a seoond series rep~rted by Guttman and oited in a ., 
paper by Ball, Greene, Camp, and Rowntree, 566 cases were 
studied and in this series he found 69.72% due ·to 
tuberoulosis. He again noted that amylold disease, atrophy, 
vasoular ohanges, neoplasms, fatty degeneration. and 
pyogenio infeotions with a muoh rarer 1noidenoe of 
sypbilis, metastatio lesiolls, pressure atrophy. hypopl • .18.. 
trauma, metaplasia of the bone marrow.eto. Aooording to 
\>~1 
Ball and his oo-workers. a series of 34 cases studied at 
neoropsy showed 83% to be the result of tuberoulosis, 
while lellsryestimated that 90% of oases result from the 
disease. From these figures it is easily seen that the 
chief faotor in t.b.e etiology of Addisonfs disease is 
tuberculosis. Most often when the disease is reported 
there is found evidence of tuberculous prooesses else-
where in the body. as the lungs, bones, or urogenetal 
tract. These other infections are usually of suoh a 
slow developing nature that oases of Addisonts disease 
are seldom reported from the tuberoulosis sanitoriums. 
It isn't to be gathered, however, that all oases 
of tuberoulosis develop, .. Addison's disease, or even ~ 
tuberoulous involvement of the suprarenals. This is 
brought out very well when a study of tuberoulosis 
in the negro in made. In that raoe tuberoulosis is 
not at all unoommon, in faot it may be oonsidered quite 
oommoll, but it is rare to find a oase of Addison.' s 
•• 5~ 
disease among them. Bubsonmann reported a series af 
these oases of pulmonary tuberoulosis in negros and 
he found tuberoulosis of the suprarenal gland in 
,~~ 
only 2%. wbile in a similar series of OPhiil~ 5% 
showed the oomplicating gland involvement. There 
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are many theories as to why the glands are involved 
so infrequently but there is as yet notbing tangible 
to work on. It may be that there 1s some peouliar 
predileotion of the tissue in oertain individuals 
for the tuberculous organisms. Some viotims of the disease 
show evidenoe of the infeotion only in these glands 
and no other part of the body, while others may 
show a massive involvement of the body but none of 
thesuprarenals. It has been hinted that tbis may 
be a peouliar strain of organism which inVOlves only 
the suprarenal gland, inc a manner similar to the 
l1'l.:votvcemant" of the mitral valve of the he art. or 
certain joints as a seq_lato rheumatio infeotion. 
~5' 
Lowenstein has suggested an allergio basis because 
it is noted that there is rarely only one suprarenal 
gland involved. Be believes that one gland i8 involved 
first and that infeotion results in sensitizing the 
seoond gland so that it is more susoeptible to the 
disease. Bowever, as was noted above. these are all 
Ju~t theories and are without anything definite to 
substantiate them. 
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A study of Addison's disease resulting atrophia 
suprarenal glands shows that the proaess is one of • 
true atrophy and not one of just simple shrinking 
of the gland. OSler*~onsiders this condition the only 
other aause of the disease which may be considered as 
not rare. The other aauses noted are just mentioned. 
The cortical substance shrinks from a degenerative 
necrosis and leaves only a thin outer shell around 
the medulla. The essential cortical oells are atrophio 
in appearanoe with a relative increase in the stroma 
of the gland, with sometimes an actual thickening of 
the oapsule. When this prooess is noted there is 
found an increase in conneotive tissue between the 
cells with some lipoid infiltration into the gland. 
It is interesting to see the changes.in trend 
of ideas, of the cause of the disease from an 
anatomical standpoint. !rhe early idea was that it 
resulted from the destruotion of the medulla along 
with oertain lesions of the sympathetio ganglia 
elsewhere. As more study was given this idea was 
ohanged to the belief that the disease resulted from 
the destruotion of the whole gland. Even now some \ 
observers still oling to this theory. However, sinoe 
19~Ot when Pfiffner and Swingle succeeded in produoing 
an extract of the aortical. substance, whioh is 
relatively pur8, and by using this extract on an~als 
whioh have been suprarenalectomized. the popular trend, 
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of those aC.t ively engaged in the study of the effects 
of its administration. has swung to the belief that 
the oause of the disease lies wholly with the destruotion ' 
of the cortical substsnce. !hese workers completed 
a large series of experiments with the extraot on a 
great many different types of laboratory animals Which 
were oarefully oontralle4. and the extractwaa also 
supplied to others at the Kayo Olinic for use on 
patients suffering from the disease, and in eaoh ease, 
where adequate treatment was given early enough, both 
in animals and. humans, the results were exoeedingly gratifying. 
By these exp.'iments theyshawed that proper treatment 
made possible a disappearanoe of all symptoms af the 
disease, exoept for the pigmentation of the skin, 
and the resuming Of the normal aotivities of the body 
funotions. 
Studies of other organs of the body have been 
made in an attempt to dEsoover oonstant lesions which 
are assooiated with the disease. Many were found but 
not often enough in any organ to be dia~ostlQ. One 
oondition, noted by Ball and Bowntree in a diseussion 
by Guttmann, "as that there is usually a lowered basal 
metabolic rate whioh usually rises with the administra1ion 
of oortical hormone. 
Addison's disease,olinically, is preseated in two 
different forms:aoute and ohronio, depending upon the 
/ 
rate with which the symptoms appear and the oourse is run. 
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Clinioal course. 
The usual oourse is chronic and often extends over a 
number of years. It begins quite gradually in an 
insiduous manner. often extending on a slow downward 
oourse for two or th.ee years, until it is precipitated 
by some aoute infeotion or illness. Bot unoommonly 
the patient will date the onset of his illness to 
some aoute febrile state as pneumonia or a cold, or 
some injury or acoident il"om whioh he didn't reoover 
as he had previously. Ins'tead he remained weak and 
unable to do his aocustomed work. Rowntree and Bal14t 
oall attention to the frequenoy with whioh the 
upper respiratory traot seem to usher in the symptoms 
of Addison's disease. They suggest that it may be a 
part of the picture if the disease, as an acute febrile 
phase, s inoe many of the pat ients never regain the ir 
strength unttl pigmentation is seen weeks, months, 
or years later. 
The gradual downward trend is oooasionally 
interrupted by orises in which all the symptoms are 
inoreased. During one of these orises he may. dte. or 
gradually reoover to be as strong as he was before the 
orisis. 
Always, at some stage during the disease, there 
is noted a marked asthenia. In fact it may be the ohief 
symptom of whioh the patient oomplains and may be 
present at all times. The weakness is noted, not only 
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physically but mentally in that he is unable to 
conoentrate well. He is usually too weak to even haVe 
a desire to work; he has a weak, hoarse voioe and 
~~ 
Sola and Jacobi called attention to the fact that 
some of the negro patients experienoe a ohoking 
)tb 
sensation. Hartman, Thorn, Lookie, Greene, and Bowen 
pOint out that the ergometer has been seleoted as 
the instrument for measuring the degree of muscular 
weaknessreaohed in the disease. By its use over an 
extended period on the same individual a fairly 
aocurate idea oan be obtained as to the severity 
and stage of the disease. 
,,"The asthEulia extends further than the volo.ntary 
system. The cardia-vascular system is also involved, 
as is shown by weakness of the heart action aocompanied 
by palpitatio~ and dyspnea. on even the smallest 
exertion. Further evidences of change in this system 
are shown. by blurring of Vision, fainting spells, 
soft weak pulse, and usually a low blood pressure. 
However, the low bloodpressure doesn't always appear, 
!)s 
as is noted by Eowntree, who observed patients wi tll 
hypertension carry a pressure of l40mm. and over 
untill sllortly before death. A systolic pressure of 
80 is considered by liowntree as a danger signal, and 
one of 70 or below is critioal. 
Along with this change in cardio-vasoular system 
there appears, usually..in the acute orises t a rather 
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definite,but constant, blood chemistry ohange. This 
stady has been done ohiefly with experimental animals 
but is comparable to the human and is found to occur 
in rather definite sequence. The first change noted 
is a rise in blood H.P.N. and urea, wbiah either 
preaeies by a few bours, or is oo-inoident with, the 
refusal of fooi. However, it definitely precedes the 
oonstant drop in respiratory metabolism. No auange 
in oreatinine is found until the animal is quite ill 
but a steady inorease in serUlB potassium is noted. 
wbere the animal refuses food there is seen a suppression 
of chlorides and inorganio phosphates. The blood 
pressure begins to drop at the time of nitrogen in the 
blood and there is also noted a marked drop ill oxygen 
oonsumption, even to a point 20-25~ below normal 
values in animals Which later recover. 
ABsoc iate d wi ththes~ findings are also definite 
urinary findings of deminished ou.tput witb suppression 
of urinary nitrogen and urea, as well as creatinine, 
oreatine, and P.S.P. e~oretion. A marked musoular 
weakness is also observed with a lowering of body 
temperature, as would be expected with the decreased 
basal metabolic rate. 
In a report of three oases of Addison's disease 
~ 
Benhsn. lisber, More, and Thurgar noted one oase in 
, 
whiob there was a urinary suppression for 16 hours 
before death and in thiS-oase there was noted a blood 
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pressure whioh ranged between 36-50mm. Hg. systolio 
during that time. They attributed the suppression to 
the extremely low blood pressure, and in support o£ 
this belief they pointed out that physiologists have 
found the oritioal level for urinary seoretion to be 
between 40-50mm. Hg., and that when a pressure of 
below 40mm. is reaohed total oessation of urinary 
seoretion ooours. To further support their oontention 
they reported another patient in thia group who had 
oessation of urinary seoretion when the pressure was 
below 50mm., but with adequate oortioal therapy the 
pressure was raised to a point above 50mm. and urinary 
seoretion was re-establisbed. They aooount for the 
infrequent complete urinary suppression in Addison's 
disease by painting out that the blood pressure rarely 
goes below the critioal,p6itlt. However. as the blood 
pressure approaches the critical pOint, no doubt, the 
secretion of urine is deereased. 
Another set of symptoms Which are seen to aocompany. 
the disease are the gastro-intestlonal desturbanoes. 
fhese are not seen with equal intensity in 8aeh case, , 
:~; 
but to a greater or less degree all are present. Usually 
the first noted is the lack of desire tor food, which 
may continue to a positive aversion for it. At intervals, 
andespecially during the arises, stages Qf nausea and 
vomiting appear and these may be the most destressing 
to the patient, as well ~as the most serious of all the 
symptoms. Along with these findings th~re results a 
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loss of weight, but usually the appetite and weight 
will reoover. Rowntree and Ball~~lve the utmost 
i:::nportanoe to the appetite and we ight ourve in the 
prognosis of any oase of this disease by saying, 
"Only those who eat 'and gain we ight reoover". At 
times there is abdominal pain and gasseous distension 
whioh is commonly assooiated with oonstipation, but 
oooasionally diarrhea is seen, espeolally in orises. 
One of the most outstanding signs 111 tills disease 
from the standpoint of observation and diagnosiS is 
the pigmentation of the skin and muoous membranes. 
this pigmentation may appear early and persist for 
years before any other symptoms are noted. Rowntree 
tt~ 
and Ball believe that marked, prolonged pigmentation, 
whioh developes as the sole manefestation of the 
disease, indioates, as a rule, a favorable prognosls. 
This peculiar pigmentation resembles the tan 
given to~the skin after a sunburn, and ls most prominent 
on the e~posed surfaces, as the hands, face, and 
especially is it prominent on those surfaoes whioh are 
normally pigmented, as the eye lids, nipples, genitals, 
and points of friotion. The palms and soles may esoape 
but the oreases look dirty and oan t t be cleaned. Along 
.ith the rather uniform disooloration there is quite 
often found various sized blaok freckles. The mucous 
membree lining of the molIth, lips t and tongue also 
ahow this ~»loration, and here it may be in the form 
iI~ 
of dark spots or streaks. Bowntree and Ball believe 
that dermal. buoeal, and labial pigmentation, along 
with the dark spots on the skin, are almost pathog-
nomonic of the disease. 
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fhe intensity of the ptgmentatton varies; ill 
dlfferent individuals, and also in the same individual, 
and is desoribed variously as an amber hue tinged with 
blue, grey, yellowish-green or olive. aore important 
than the shade of pigmentation is the observanoe of 
a ohange in oolor in the person over that whioh is 
normal for him. This is espeoially true in those persons 
who are lnolined to normal pigmentation, aapronoUlloed 
brune'ites and the dark raoes. 
There are many theories as to the souroe of the 
pigmentation but as yet nothing definite is known. 
~~ 
Sprunt notes that Blaok believes it is due to a spe 0 ifl0 
o~ydasein the skin whioh forms melanin from di-o~y­
phenyl-alinine whioh is, in hts opinion. one of the 
normal preoursors of epinephrine When the epinephrin 
oan't be formed in the gland the substanoe oollects 
in the skin and is oonverted by the oxydase into the 
pigment. Others believe that there is a oonneotion 
between the Re~ronio a01d in the oortex, whioh was 
isolated by 8zent-Gyorgyi in 1928. Its exact oonneotion 
isJt known bu't Rowtree and Ball point out that this 
substanoe is connected with phenol oolor reaotions 
in vitro and probably i~ vivo.Consequently they believe 
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the pigmentation in Addison's disease is probably 
connected in some manner with ~his material. 
Quito often 111 Addison;!s disease oertain nervous 
and mental manefestations oocur, prinoiply those of 
mental asthenia, 1nsollIlia, irritability. querulousness, 
apprehenSion, and depression. Commonly paresth4sias 
and abdom.inal pain are seen, and several authors note 
a terminal musoular twitahing, ooouring Just before 
death. The aause of these symptoms isn't known. Speaial 
mention of the musoular twitohing is made by Benham, 
Fisber, More, and Tburgar\ In a report by Hartman, 
).5 
Greene, Bowen, and Thorn the theory is raised that 
they may possibly be the result of the use of a toxio 
estraot in the treatment of the oondition. 
Some other findings whiah are usually seen wi,th 
the disease and whioh have been in part referred to 
previously, are summed up by Sprunt as: 
Decreased temperature, Whioh is usually in keeping 
with the deoreased metabolism, however, as was 
pointed out by Rowutree in the report of a series 
of 41 oases in whiah the average metabolia rate 
was well within normal limits, not all oases show 
t,he deareased metabolism. There ma.y be a terminal 
fever, Biot respiration, arterial hypotension and 
a ohange in bloodpressure with a ohange of position 
of the body- Probably of less importanoe is the 
evidenoe of anemia, as indioated at times by a 
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deoreased red oell oount and hemoglobin.- It·1s only 
in arises that any partioular change in blood volume 
is noted, at whioh tUaes it is reduoed and assumes 
a higher than normal visoosity. In three oases reported 
SS 
by Rowntree and Snell there was creatinuria whioh 
they interpreted as indioating a fundamental desturbanoe 
of metabolism and probably it was inoidental to 
musoular wasting. Gastrio analysis usually shows an 
aohlorohydrla, whioh is usually aooompanied by a deoreased 
basal metabolio rate. 
Clinioal Course. 
Clinioally this disease usually takes one of two 
oourses. depending on the rapidity of onset of symptoms 
whioh progress to a termination. These 'two oourses 
have been termed "Acute" and "Chronio". 
From the foregoing disoussion of the symptoms a 
fair idea of the olinioal manefestations of the disease 
may be gathered to be quite ins lduous in the ohronic 
oase. The first thing notioed may be the pigmentation 
whiah may appear a very long time before the onset of 
S!J 
any other symptoms. One oase is reported by Guttmann 
in which this disooloration was present for 15 years 
while increase in other symptoms only appeared 18 
months befor~ death. 
However. even though the pigmentation may be 
present for a long period the patient may attaah no 
partioular significanoe to it. Instead he may date 
the onset of his illness to coincide with that of an 
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acute upper respiratory lnfe,otlon, as a severe oold, 
influenza, eto. After oonsiderable study, Rowntree 
and Ball have oonoluded that this febrile state is one 
of the phases of the disease rather than merely a 
oo-inoident. The patient doesnt get back his normal 
strength after the febrile stage and from that time 
on the oourse is progressively downward, being broken 
at times by orises in whioh all symptoms appear with muoh 
greater foroe. In these orises the patient may be so 
weak that he is unable to even raise his head from 
the bed. After a time the severe stage of the orisis 
has past and the patient begins to gain in weight and 
strength as he is able to eat more food. He may reoover 
his strength to a point ,equal to that whioh he had 
before be entered the oris is. Tbe oourse oontinues in 
this manner until death intervenes froll exhaustion. 
The aoute type of Addison's diseasegoes th~ough 
very muoh the same oourse as the ohronio, but it 
extends over a period of time measured in days, weeks 
or months, rather than years. Sprunt reviews a Qase 
reported by Sohlesinger in whioh the entire oourse, 
from the onset of the first symptoms until the patient 
was dead. extended over a period of only li days. This 
was a oase of a woman 36 years of age, who was 
apparently well in every respeot until she suddenly 
beoame prostrated with extreme weakness. hioooughs, 
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nausea and vomiting, and diarrhea so severe that she 
had to go to bed on the first da~. Tbe vomiting and 
diarrhea deminished on the seoond da~ and on the fifth 
da~ pigmentation of the skin appeared with insomnia, 
a great thirst and a systolio blood pressure of 85mm. 
of meroury. the asthenia oontinued and inoreased 
until the blood pressure failed, del~rium appeared, 
and death on the 11th day_ At autopsy the suprarenals 
were seen to be extremely atrophied. Sahlesslnge~,)­
attempted to explain the acuteness by oonsidering 
that there was sufficient cortiaal tissue present to 
maintain the patient in a semblenoe of health until 
11 days before death. when some additional injury to 
the remanents of the gland precipitated the disease 
in an unusually fulmanent form. 
? 
Prognosis. .~. 
Before the descovery of the cortiaal hormone the 
prognosis of all these oases was almost uniformly bad. 
Oooasici nally a case would recover but this was r.re. 
There was al.a~s the danger of death in a crisis, and 
the average duration of life after the onset of 
s~mptoms was probably not over two or three years. 
Sinoe the announcement by Pfiffner and Swingle of 
their aortical extract in March, 1930, the outlook for 
, 
patients suffering from Addison's disease is much more 
promising. True, it wont aure 100% of the cases but 
from the reports of its use on large numbers, both on 
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experimental animals with total suprarenaleotomies. 
and human oases with well advanoed symptoms. it is 
shown that where the hormone is used, and oontinued.to 
be used, in sufficient quantities, the individual may 
live indefinitely, very comfortably and entirely free 
from symptoms, exoepting possibly the skin pigmentation. 
They have been able to continue normally. in every 
respeot, their usual aotivities, physioal and mental, 
and they may even beoome active sexually to the extent 
of normal reproduotion. In nearly every oase reported, 
in which the patielltit haven:'t surv.ived. the death may 
be attributed to failure to begin hormone therapy 
soon enough, or inadequate dosages were given, the 
supply of hormone available was not sufficient, or the 
patient failed to obtain more extraot aft_r his 
symptoms disappeared. 
Rowntree and Ball oonsider the grave indioations 
to be extreme asthenia, 10ware4:. body and surface 
.1-(/ '" 
temperature, collapse, ();)roatrated 10miting, extreme 
---,~ __ ~~,,_,.~_._"_"_. __ ,e.'" ~,--
loss of weight, systolio blood pressure less than 7Omm. 
of meroury, ·oonoel!ltration of blood urea more than 60mg. 
per 10000. of blood, a short ,rapid ooarse without muoh 
p igmelltat ion , poor resPOnse to treatment, and aotive 
tuberoulosis elsewhere in the body. 'They oonsider a 
most important index to prognosis to be the body weight 
when they say that only those who eat and gain in 
we ight reoover. 
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Diagnosis. 
The diagnosis is made chiefly from the symptoms 
which are noted above. The presence of tuberoulosis 
elsewhere in t~e body may be oonsidered to oonfirm 
it. It is nece ssary that a very oare ful history. 
physical examination, including roentgenograms of 
the chest,Qe taken. Boae lesions or the presence of 
red blood oells or tubercle baol111 in the urine are 
other valuable aids in diagnosis. 
It was oonsidered for a long time that radiographs 
of t~e suprarenal glands were of oomparatively little 
value in diagnosing the disease, since it was so 
seldom that the glands were sufficiently oaloified 
to produoe a shadow on the plate. However, in numerous 
studies on thissubjeot by Ball. Greene, Camp, and 
\"-
1)"; 
Bowntree, they have come to the oonclusion that the 
X-ray may be of great value in the early diagnosis 
of some cases and that it should be attempted in all 
oases of suspected Addison's disease. The faot that 
there isn't a shadow in every case has led many to 
doubt its value, but there isn't in every oase, even 
tuberculosis of the suprarenals, sufficient calcification 
to cast the shadow. They oall attention to the desoription 
which Addison gave of his original oase in which he 
described the suprarenal glands as being extremely hard 
and about the size of hen's eggs. From this the authors 
believed that if the X-ray had been perfected at that 
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time he would, undoubtedly. have been able to demonst~ate 
the glands by that method. Thirty-four oases whioh oame to 
autepsy with a diagnosis of Addison's disease or 
Tuberaulosis of the suprarenal gland were examined by 
these' men. The suprarenal glands were studied and these 
whioh they believed were suffioiently oalcified to 
have cast a shadow in life were oalled positive, while 
those, even though they oontained areas of caloification, 
were considered negative if the observers felt they 
were not grossly enoliLgh a ala ified to have been 
demonstrated before deat~. Out of this series of 34 
oases, 11 or 32.3~ Were oonsiiered positive. Three 
types of aalaifioatien were reaognised in this study: 
1. Gross calolfication of the entire gland. 
2. Homogeneous inoreased density of the whole gland, 
suggesting a diffuse deposition of lime salts, 
suoh as would be expecteQ in a high grade of 
caseation. 
3. Multiple, desorete areas of oaloifiaatlon 
throughout the gland. 
These features were oonfirmed by histologia and chemioal 
examination of the tissue. 
The diagnosis of Addison's disease, as may be seen, 
is relatively very easy if the whole clinioal picture 
is fully developed. 
The differential diagnosis. which must be made, 
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lies chiefly in those diseases or conditions which 
produce a pigmented skin. Ocoasionally certain tendencies 
toward the dark races t as mixtures of races, will g1ve 
a color which may be mlstaken for the pigmentation of 
Addison's disease, as will also undue exposure to sun 
and wind. Pathological conditions which are at times 
confusing are seen in those suffering fDom hemoohroma-
tosis, acanthos is nigrac811s. scleroderma, paras i tic 
malanoderma. exophthalmic gOiter. pellagra. ca~otinem1at 
pregnancy. arsenical dermatitis, and argyria. It is of 
utmost importanoe that it be determined whether or not 
there is any increase in pigmentation over that Which 
is normal for that individual. Oooasionally ,ersons 
who have received heliotherapy will show an increase 
in the pigmentation of the skin. 
Probably the best diagnostic method, especially 
in doubtful cases, is the therapeutic test with cortical 
hormone extraot. 
Treatment. 
Before the isolation of the cortical hormone 
extraot the treatment was notoriausly ineffective no 
matter wbat was used. Some of the patients seemed to 
improve for a time but sooner or later they failed with 
the recurrence of the crisis. 
Tbe treatment of Addison's disease is of two 
kinds, both of which Ue 'essential·t:o ,:the recov.ry 
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of the patients. These are (1) general aare, inaluding 
diet, rest. preventing exposure, etc., and (2) organo-
therapy-
General oare. 
In every oase this phase of the treatment is of 
exoeeding importance. The physioal exercise must be 
limited to suob an extent that the patient does not 
over exert, because with the already weakened state 
he is in danger of being thrown into a crisis. He 
also has a muah decreased resistanoe to ahanges in 
temperature, exposure to wet weather, exaitement,eta., 
so these must all be guarded against. 
During the interval between the arises the diet 
should be suffioient for maintaining weight, and 
should aonsist of Just enough protein to prevent a 
negative nitrogen balanoe. It seems that excesses 
in the protein diet tend to bring on the aoute 
exaoerbations. 
According to Hartman, Greene, Bowen, and Thorn~r 
the best place to treat a patient with Addisons 
disease is in oomfortable surroundings where he can 
get plenty of rest. 
In the orises'probably the condition whioh is 
the most diffioult to oombat is the dehydration 
inoident to the nausea and vomiting whioh is One of 
the oharaoteristio symptoms. This may be done by 
introduoing fluid in 4ny manner the pa~ient oan 
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tolerate it. intravenously, suboutaneously. or by reotum. 
From three to five liters a day are needed to cover all 
that Is lost. A 10% gluoose soiutlon is exoellent since 
it provides food as well as fluid. Howeyer. oontrary 
to the apparent great neoessity for large amounts of 
fluids, Benham. Fisher. More, and Thurgar; in their 
report of 3 cases, oonoluded that it made yery little 
difference whether their patients received large 
amounts of fluids or not as long as they did reoeiYe 
adequate amounts of cortioal extraot. Under tnose 
oonditions they found that the gastro-intestinal 
symptoms disappeared and the pat lent was able to take 
suffioient flulds by mouth. 
Organotherapy. ",------~ 
,//-'''' 
Sinoe the time it was ~soovered by Addison in 1855 
that the oause of the dlsease, whlch bears his name, 
lay in the destruot ion of the suprarenal gland there 
)..i:. 
have been attempts at organotherapy. Hartman, and others, 
in a review of the literat"ure t noted a previous revlew 
of the literature by Kenniouttin 1897, in whioh he 
reported 28 out of 44 oases to show improvement with 
that form of therapy. In the light of the present 
knowledge the reviewers were very skeptical of the 
aoouracy of these results. They ehose rather" toward 
the opinion that remissions were, in part at least, 
responsiQle for the apparently good results. 
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Previous to the isolation of the cortical bormone 
the best glandular therapy was along the lines suggested 
by Muirhead and whiob prooess bears bis name. It 
oonsisted in giving epinepbrin to the point of tolerance 
of the patient by any route possible: by moutb. both 
as the extract and dried gland; by rectum and sub-
cutaneously. The dried gland was found to be irritating 
to the stomach at times making it impossible to retain 
it. When given suboutaneously different patients reaet 
differently, some tolerating it quite well and others 
poorly. It is usually started in doses of 3-5minims 
of tbe ljlOOO solution and it is increased as the 
patient is able to tolerate it. When given rectally 
t.he dose is from 3-8 minims in about 9000. of 
physiologic salt solution. If any benefit is to come 
from the Mu.irbe a4 tre atment it will be seen usually 
in about a Week. About one-balf the patients respond 
well to it and about one-third show good results at 
once. 
Occasionally X-ray therapy is of value, especially 
if it is known that the damage has been tbe result of 
tuberculosis. Tbe rays may tend to stimulate the 
remaining tissue to increased fanction. However. if 
there is any doubt as to whetber or not there is an 
atrophic gland present the X-rays should not be used, 
because of the great danger of further damage to tbe 
atrophic gland. 
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Cortical hormone therapy.-- Sinoe the anno~oement 
! 
by Pfiffner and Swingle in Maroh 19Z0. of the dlsoovery 
and suooessful isolation of the oortioal extract" of the 
suprarenal gland there has been a very large amount 
of work done on the use of this material in the treatment 
of Addisods disease. as well as its use in the treatment 
of conditions of defioienoy of the gland in oonditions 
other than Addison's disease. The results vary but they 
all pOint to a oonolusion that when it is given soon 
enough, and in adequate amounts, reoovery from the 
symptoms may be expected. All the studies have been 
greatly hampered because of a laok of a sufficient 
quantity of the hormone. The prooess hasn't been 
developed as yet to the point where it oan be produoed 
as fast as the demand. Often the study of a particular 
patient is interrupted beoause the supply of hormone 
was exhausted and the patient died. 
In order that there might bt a definite strength 
of the hormone in the extract it was decided to ooncentrate 
it to a point where one cubic oentimeter of the extraot 
oontained the act iKe prinoiple of 40 gms. 9f oortex. 
Aooording to au articla whioh appeared in the Journal 
,-' of the AmerioL~ Medical Association. they hadn't had 
a definite means of standardizing the extraot, so at 
that time it was decided to use the resistanoe whioh 
it gave to white rats. in aiding them to overcome the 
toxic effects of histam1ne .• as an index of its potenoy. 
~ 
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It has been known for some time that suprarenaleotomized 
rats have a muob deoreased resistanoe to the toxio 
effects of histamine or typhoid vaooine. In esperiments, 
six days after suprarenaleotomy in adult white rate, 
a dose of lOO-200mg. of hist&1ine per kilo body weight 
was fatal. But by giving one oubic oentimeter of the 
'extract, e qual to 40gm. of cortex, daily the rats were 
able to withstand doses as higb as 500mg. per kilo 
body weight. On that basis a method bas been worked 
out by whioh, on the 5th and 6th days after suprarenal-
eotomy the hormone is givenintraperitoneally and on 
the 6th day 200mg. o'f histamine per kilo body we ight 
is given. One unit of potency of the aortical hormone 
is desoribed as tbat quantity required to raise the 
resistance of the suprarenalectomized rats to that 
amount of histamine. 
Cortical bormone extract may be given, apparently, 
I 
witb effectiveness by mout~ suboutaneously, or intra-
venously. Frobably the intravenous route is more rapid 
in its action than the others. Tbe route wbich bas 
been used most often in the various studies 113 the 
subcutaneous one. In orisea the intravenous method 1s 
used for the purpose of obtaining a more rapid action. 
,~ 
However Perkins reports a case in Which it was given 
by mouth and the patient went tbrough a normal pregnanoy .. , 
and labor without any difficulty. Herman also reports 
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a case in whioh the subcutaneous preparatlon was taken 
successfully by mouth. Hoskins and Freeman~\ave developed 
a glycerille extract whioh 1s made up in pill form whiob, 
in the treatment of 9 aasea of sahizophrenia, has 
proven to be quite potent. 
The treatment in a orisis, or in anyexaaerbation 
of symptoms, differs from that of the ohronio condition 
mainly in amount and intensity of administering the 
hormone. Hartman, GTeene, Bowen. and Thorn~~onoluded 
from a series of oases that if the arisis was severe 
it was best to begin treatment wlth the injection of 
5-1000 •. of the extraot intravenously to be followed 
in an hour or two by a similar amount suboutaneously. 
They further oonsidered that large amounts of fluids 
should accampany the hormone to obtain the greatest 
benefit. However, contrary to this view, Benham, 
q 
Fisher, More, and Thurgar found that there was little 
difference, apparently, whether the extract is accompanied 
by large amounts of fluids or not if the hormone 1s 
adequate because the gastro-intestinal symptoms disappear 
and the patient is soon able to take safficient fluids 
by mouth.. Two to ,five days was found to be the average 
interv.l between the starting the hormone and a 
response, but after that time, if adequate dosage was 
maintained, ~he patient felt better, gained weight 
and appetite, and improved unt11 he lost all symptoms, 
ex,eept1ng, perhaps, the pigmentation. And Hartman, 
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Thorn, Lockie, Greene. and Bowen found that following 
each relapse there was a widespread desqumation of 
epithelium which was especially marked on the anterior 
abdominal wall and forehead. Also in cats these same 
men noted that the hair became quite loose but 1t 
tightened again upon cortical therapy. 
During the stage following the crisis it was foind 
that the treatment didn't need to be as intensive as 
during the crisis but the injections might be given 
at the rate of one or two or more a week. T~e size of 
the individual dose. or the frequellay of. aainister1ng 
it aouldn't be set at any definite figure as a blanket 
statement, but rather it is neoessary to find that 
amount required by each patient to maintain him in 
health. 
If the patient is allowed to progress too far 
along in a orisis, or in each succeeding crisis, it 
is more difficult to bring him back to normal. Flnally 
a place 1s reached where even massive doses of the 
hormone are unable to restore health. 
It has been noted by many observers that a supra-
ren.a].eoto.mized animal will often reaat much better in 
a orisis than will a person who 1s in ariais from 
Addison's disease, espeoially if the animal is Just 
entering the first oris1s. Bowntree, Greene, Ball, 
Swingle t and Pfiffner attempt an e~planat ion of this 
~-
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phenomenon by saying, "The bilateral suprarenalectomy 
produces an acute suprarenal deficiency in an animal 
with normal reserves of strength and previously unimpaired 
vitality. The conditions for the recovery of the patient 
with Addison's disease are very different, for the 
latter suffers from a ohronic ailment obaracterized by 
marked exhaustion and greatly reduoed vitality. Tbe 
reouperative power may well be greatly reduoed under 
these oonditions and it is not surprising that treatment 
may oooasionally be without avail. SWingle has also 
noted that if treatment is postpon.d undully in 
experimental animals, it, likewise, beoomes more diffioul tlf. 
They further observe that tuberoulosis is usually the 
aause of the disease and there are nearly always 
t abe reulous prooesses in other parts of the body to be 
overeome as well as in the adrenals. 
Complications of Addison's ~tsease. 
It was long known that individuals suffering 
from Addison's disease were much more susoeptible to 
toxic insults and infections than other persons,and that 
a very minor infection in a normal individual would quite 
probably prove very serious, or even fatal, to the one 
so affeoted. However, with the beginning of the use of 
the cortioal hormone astonishing results have been seen 
in patients who were able to withstand severe infeotions 
1f1 
without muoh diffioulty. Rowntree and others, report a 
case of acute bronoho-pneumonia, whioh oame on 
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following a sore throat from whioh streptococous veridans 
aad:Jlemo17tlous were oultured. He was given 8500. of 
the hormone and on the 6th day he was free from symptoms. 
This is most remarkable sinoe it 1s a severe infeotion 
for one otherwise normal. 
Pregnanoy may oomplioate Addison'S disease, as 
tj!'-
is shown by Perkins. His' oase was able to become 
pregnant, carry the fetus to t.rm and deliver a normal, 
healthy baby. by taking adequate doses of oortical 
extract by mouth. 
'l..l) 
Hartman, Greene, Bowen, and Thorn report a case 
in which the patient successfully withstood a diphtheria 
infeotion along with aotive tuberoulosis. 
These are only a few of many instanoes but they 
suggest that the hormone is of great importanoe in 
aiding the patient to resist infeotions. 
Conclusions: 
lith as muoh experimenting as has been done on 
the suprarenal gland it would appear that some rather 
definite oonclusions as to the funotion might be in 
evidenoe. However, wben we turn to Swingle and 
.s~ 
Pfiffner's lengthy r.port, which oovers more work on 
the gland than probably any other of the later 
experimenters, we find tiis interpretation: 
" In the present state of our knowledge of the 
adrenal oorte~t it is impossible to draw any definite 
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oonelusions regarding funotion. We have pointei out 
several times in this paper that the real functional 
significanoe of the airenal cortical hormone is 
unknown. All of the ohanges reported as oocurring 
in the organism following bilateral adre~alectom1t 
we regard as secondary to some, at present unknown, 
underlying derangement of the animal. To our knowledge 
no one has yet succeeded in presenting definite, 
clear-cut unequivocal evidence of cortical function. 
The literature is filled with theories and hypotheses 
of adrenal function- on the relation of the cortex 
to lipid. oarbohydrate, tissue metabolism and mineral 
metabolism. However, it is our oandid opinion that 
none of these theorie. or hypotheses withstand careful 
scrutiny and experimental test, nor do they throw any 
new light on the mystery of oortical function. The 
function of the adrenal cortex is a subtile and intriguillg 
one, but the solution is not yet at hand" • 
.A very interesting experim.ent was done at the:.llp.yo 
31 
clinio in whieh the experimenter, Kendall, produced 
experimentally the same oondition in a dog that is 
Biell in the human in Addison's disease. During 81 days 
following the suprarenalectomy the dog was allowed to 
go into ooma eight times. After the maintainance dose 
of the extraot was discontinued it was seen that the 
blood urea climbed muoh more rapidly than other reports 
in the literature. He'Yound that on the following day 
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the blood urea rose to 50-l00mgs.; the seoond day 
it was ~OOmgs. and over and on the third day the 
condition was so serious that it was only by using 
relatively very large doses of hormone that the anUial 
was able to return to normal. All phases of Addison's 
disease, as it 1s seen 1n the human, were noted here 
and all exoept the skin pigmentation disappeared upon 
the use of cortioal extraot alone. 
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HYPO ADREN I A. 
It has been very maoh disoussed as to whether or 
not there is suoh a oondition as hypoadrenia, and 
many invest igators flatly deny that there is sunh a 
disease. Rowe~'1 in 1932, says that he has never seen 
a oase of so-oalled hypoadrenia, as defined by Sa30us 
whioh is, Tl :A.:.little bit of Addison's disease". 
Rather he believes that it is a symptom presented in 
the early part of Addison's disease, ~eoause, as he 
notes, the early stages of Addison's disease often 
present symptoms slightly different from those later 
on but the differenoe is ohiefly one of degree rather 
than a departare from the normal, or the average 
symptoms. Also he notes that there is quite often a 
oolor index Whioh is positive, approaohing a plus one 
and it is oooasiollally mistaken for primary anemia. 
During the war Sprunt notes many oases reported 
as Addison'S disease in the men in aative serviae, 
but even in the most aative oases it tende4 to 
subside. The most prominent symptom presented in these 
oases was extreme asthenia, more mentally than physioally, 
and oooasionallywas so marked that the patient was 
unable to even write a letter, read a paper or answer 
a question whioh required any thought. Iany others who 
had just spent muoh time in the trenohes showed a sub-
normal temperature, weakness, depression, and a marked 
dyspnea. All of these oases reoovered after a period 
_ .... ~;ii;!4 __ 
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of rest and quiet. 
. ij? 
Rowntree and Ball also admit the doubt as to the 
differenoe between hypoadrenia, as suoh. and Addison's 
disease. fhey noted certain patients who presented 
symptoms ot exhaustion, chronic fatigue. emaoiatioll, 
loW' basal metabolic rate and blood pressure. and loss 
of libi40 and potentia. Although these symptoms were 
attributed to suprarenal insuffioienoy, the authors 
believed that the diagnosis 1s often made without a 
definite foundation. since there is little demonstrated 
reason for it. they oite two cases who had marked 
1 
symptom~s described, and in whom the olinioal diagnostio 
test of treatment with cortical e.xtract.was given. bUr 
the results showed no improvement in either oase, whioh 
strongly suggests additional reason elsewhere for the 
oondition. 
Still another type of patient, at least ocoupational, 
J'f 
was noted by Kills in China. and his observations pOinted 
toward a medullary, rather than a cortical. deficiency. 
This conolusion was reached beoause the administration 
of epinephrin by mouth to these oases brought about 
rapid improvement. In these oases the symptoms' ap»eared 
following a cbange in ~limate, and most often appeared 
during the very hot season whiob Was assooiated with 
a very high relative bumidity of the air. The temperature 
I 
often went as high .w 114F in the shade~ith a relative 
/ 
humidi ty of 921b. He beUeved that the high temperature 
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and humidity caused poor funetion of the epinephrin 
secreting cells. which later led to laak of function. 
and the animal experimentation whJoh has since been 
dane supports the theory. However. treatment of cases 
in this Qountry by Bowntree and Ball using the same 
methods desoribed by Mills t failed to produce the 
same results which he 'obtained. Oonsequently the subject 
oontinues to remain a theory fWd is not actually supported 
by exper1ment or pathological findings. 
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o~mui. OOBDI!1!IONS (whioh indtoate hyposuprarenaliam or 
suprarenal destruotton in the presence of disease, 
and symptoms other than those of Addisorls disease.) 
~here have been reported numerous cases in whioh 
an acute, infectuou~ disease is suddenly oomplioated 
by sympt10ms of rapid Ollset with fever, pain in the hypo-
Q'hondrium. radiating to the lain, oonVUlslons, vomit111g 
and dtarrhea, tympanites, eollapse and death, usually 
within 48 hours from the onset. 
The eonditions, in whioh this chain is most frequently 
seen asa eompllcation, are Ohieny the infectuou8 
diseases as diphtheria, typhoid, pneumonia, meningitis, 
erysipelas, etc.Trauma m~y be a faotor in etiology, as 
may also Va1'ious blood dyscrasias or the hemorrhagic 
. 
diathesis. Apparently the symptoms are oaused by 
hemorrhage into the suprarenal oortex, whioh oondition 
of hemorrhage, in any part of the body, is often seen 
to soc amp any the aoute infections. Oooaslonally it is 
seen in bilateral tuberculosis of the gland in whloh 
, 
the symptoms take this form rather than Addisonts dfsease. 
!1!here is usually no pigmentation but there is the pain 
and rapid death. Just why the oourse is along this line 
rather than the typical. eourse of Addison'S disease isn't 
explained unless there is the difference of acuteness 
and ohronioity. However,the seuteness oould hardly be 
oOll8idered a fsetor, as is shown by the rapid oourse 
of the patient reported by Schlesinger • ..uso the mat~er 
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that pigmentation is essential before a d1agnosis 
of suprarenal insuff1ciency may be made is gravely 
questioned by Hermant\n which he believes that there 
need not always be a desturbanoe of the hexul"onio aoid 
metabolism. Which 1s oonsidered to be the basis of the 
pigment formation. 
'/.0 
Goldzieher notes the frequent oaourance of symptoms 
of hemorrhage into the adrenal glands in children, 
especially in the newborn. In these oases he terms it 
"Pseudo-pneumonia neonatoriuratt and the symptoms are: 
rapid respiration with negative chest findings. high 
temperature whioh may be accompanied: by peteohial 
hemorrhages into the skin. a low bloo! sugar and high 
blood urea. He has noted similar symptoms in adult •• 
even with rapid destruotion of the gland. (laoasionallY' 
he believes that there is a partial destruction of both 
oortex and medulla Which introduces a more complloated 
pioture. In these oases a very oareful study of all 
the symptoms must be made Which in any way pOint to 
an adrenal insuft1eIloy. most part icularly those of 
asthenia. loss of Weight. gastro .... intes·tinal pain and 
funot10nal desturbances, anemia, low blood pressure, 
hypoglycemia. and increased sugar toleranoe. There 
m.ay be no <lhange in the basal metabolic rate. but there 
will usually be a higher blood urea nitrogen and creatinine. 
Probably the best diagnostic method is to test the 
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sensitization to adrenalin, or other drugs, to determine 
a possible.abnormal respo.oaa. 
10 
Berko~ has noted the frequeut oeoarenoe of sympto~s 
of aeute suprarenal insuffioienoy with sudden death 
several days following an extensive burn or soald. Both 
human oases and experimental animals presented at 
neoropsy findings whioh were most striking in the supra-
renal gl$D.ds. fhsse f1lldings indicated that there was 
thrombosis of the vessels of the gland with hemorrhage 
and destruotion of tissue, and they appeared both 
grossly and miorosoopioally. fhe symptoms in these oases 
were of a sudden death any time from about the end of 
the loth day to 3 weeks after the burn and after a time 
when the reoovery seemed assured. Explanation of the 
phenomenon on the basis of shook, reflex, or anaphylaxis 
were not satisfaotory, sinoe these appear immediately 
following the injury • .Ne ither did the loss of the 
exoretory surfaoe of the skin with the absorption of 
altered proteins, ordinary uremia, or oiroulatory or 
blood element ohanges explain the latent death. Rather 
he says, " There is evidenoe of the oulpability of the 
suprarenal glands. or rather of suprarenal defioienoy, 
in the produotion of many of the outstanding Phenome.f1\1l( 
observed in extens ive burns and scalds inoluding the 
abrupt death we are disoussing". As evidence he offered 
(1) suprarenal patholo~y in extensive superficial burns 
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and scalds; (2) similarity between the destructive signs 
and symptoms ,inoluding the manner of death, following 
exper~ental adrenalectomy and after extensive saparficial 
burns; (3) allnical evidence. There is an outstanding 
lack of shook in burns which he attributes to the 
rapid outpouring of the secretions of the medulla. js 
further evldenoe he points out that often in experimental 
suprarenalectomy there occurs acute gastric and duodenal 
ulcers, the same being found following burns. This 
observer, however, tends to believe that the aause of tao 
syndrome lies with the medulla rather than the oortex 
and cites the apparent improvement of patients treated 
with medullary extraot. 
ijb • 
Robbins reports a oase of acute streptocoocic sore 
throat which developed symptoms of acute suprarenal 
deficiency that progressed to a grave degree. He believes 
that the tendency for the suprarenals toba injured in 
infectuous prooesses is probably the sane thing as that 
which causes renal damage in the same conditions, baoaus. 
the blood supply to the suprarenals is relatively much 
greater, and in part is derived from the same souroe 
as the kidneys, so any material affecting the kidney 
would be practically certain to also involve the supra-
renals. In the particular case which he reported exoellent 
results were obtained with suprarenal cortical extract. 
It was neoessary to continue treatment for only a short 
time, indicating a temporary toxic state rather than 
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any permanent damage to the gland. 
Dr. Boy G.' HOSkins')..,~ of Boston, in an abstraot 
disoussion of the paper by Rowntree, Greene, Ball, 
Swingle, and Pfiffner, believes that there may be some 
oonneotion between suprarenal defioienoy and dementia 
praeoo~. At that time there was not suffioient extraot 
available for study along those lines but he hopes to 
do so when the supply is adequate. Sinoe making the 
Iq} "q 
above observations he, along with Freeman and Linder, 
has oompleted a series of oareful experiments, using 
a speoially prepared glyoerine extraot and nine patients 
who were suffering from dementia praeoox. They report 
that the patients derive marked benefit from the 
treatment. In summary they offer: (1) There is oonolusive 
evidence of the potency of the extraot. It definitely 
raised the blood pressure in 9 patients studied, during 
three p.roids of medioation, respeotively systolio 
34, 24, 22, mm. of mercury, and diastolic 20, II, add 20 
mm. of mercury. (2) The cardiovasoular reaotivity of 
the patients to environmental excitement, to ohange 
of posture, and to exeroise was increased during the 
medioation period. Other findings were not oonstant but 
there seems tb be a relation between the suprarenal 
gland and sohizophrenia, and it represents a wide variety 
of possibilities' in treatment of the condition. 
With the knowledge in mind that the suprarenal 
glands are often attacked by aaute infections, ~.~ring 
\ 
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an. aoute suprarenal insuffioienoy, Soott, ,Bradford, and 
5'3 
MoCoy attempted to fortify a series of laboratory animals 
against these symptoms of defioienoy by injeoting doses 
of oortioal extraot during the period of infection. The 
suprarenad glands were not removed. However, they were 
unable to demonstrate any appreoiable inorease in the 
life of those animals so "proteoted" when oompared with 
those that didn't receive the inJeotions. 
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CORTIOAL HYPERFUBCTIOH. 
Hyperfunotlon of the suprarenal oortex is nearly 
always assooiated with some type of tumor in the glands, 
and they generally produoe, or are assooiated with. 
ohanges in the sex glands aocompanied by striking changes 
t.;f' 
in the seoondary sex characteristics. Rowntree and Ball 
report all types of tumors as having been found at 
autopsy and operation, and they vary from small, benign, 
adenomatousgrowthawhich were accidentally desoovered at 
autopsy. to large, infiltrating and met8Btas12~ng 
neoplasms. Some reports showed these tumors to be highly 
malignant with early metastasis, while others showed 
no extension at all. 
The most frequent sites of metastasis of these 
tamors is to the lungs, liver and bones. Consequently, 
when suoh a tumor is suspeoted it is always well to 
first examine these re.gions with the roentgen ray 
to determine whether or not surgery would be of value. 
Where ttle liver is involved there results a retention 
of bromsulphthalein out of all proportion to the extent / -
of the involvemen,or the number of growths. Usually when 
death results following surgical removal of one of these 
tumors, it is quite soon after the operation and no 
evidence is found as a rule. However in these cases is 
II frequently observeGthat the opposite gland poorly 
developed, atrophied,~r absent altogether, a oondition 
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which is in marked oontrast to that found in expwrimental 
removal of the gland, when the opposite gland hyper-
trophies. The faot that there is atrophy of the second 
gland indioates that death is the result of aoute 
insufficienoy of the suprarenal hormone, and as suoh, 
the use of cortical extract will quite probably be of 
value in future treatment. 
Cortical tumors appear somewhat oftener in females 
than in males, but in each se~ there seems to be a 
tendency for a change to the seoondary sex characteristios 
of the opposite sex. 
In the female the tendency is to change.to the 
mssoulme type presenting an inoreased amount of hair 
on the face and bo~, deep volee, and a ohange in the 
external genitalsespecially marked by an increase in 
the size $[ the olitoris. The malignant tumors may be 
aocompanied by a loss of weight but more oommonly there 
is an incr-ease whioh may go to a definite obesity. This 
may be oonfusing sinoe the inoreased weight is a rather 
oonstant assGoiation with benign tumors. However, in 
these individuals, instead of assuming the masouline 
characteristios there may be, espeoially in young girls, 
a tendenoy to early menstruation with the other 
developments of secondary sexual oharaoteristios early. 
In males, Rowntree and Ball noted five oases,four 
of wbiob tended to beoome more masouline in oharaoteristios, 
While the other showed a feminine form. 
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The degree of change in an individual depends 
largely on (1) the age of onset, the greatest being 
seen in those whioh started during fetal life, and 
(2) the type of tumor present. As f·or the age differenoe 
,-0 
it might be stated, as pointed out by Goldzieher, that 
in ohildhood there is a preoooious sex development, 
while in the adult there is an inversion of the 
seoondary sex charaoteristios, as well as those of 
pr imary nature. 
The Congenital Form- Pseudohermaphroditism. 
Probably the best raview Qf this oondition has been 
made by Sprunt. He notes cases of this type in whioh the 
internal sex organs are normal, or reduced in Size, but 
the external organs resemble very closely those of the 
opposite sex. Cases of female pseudo-hermaphroditism 
have been seen in which the ovaries are present, but the 
clitoria is muoh enlar~d so as to resemble a penis, 
and a masouline type urethra is associated with it. The 
vulva is slitlike and more or less olosed to resemble a 
sorotum. Conversly, males show just the opposite 
~endition, with the external genital&resembling those of 
the female but in this case testioals are found. From 
this it would indicate that the true sex would be diffioult 
to determine. Sooially, the sex is aocepted to be as 
the external genitals indioate, but actually it is only 
determined by the internal sexual organs. 
--___ L_Z~ __________ ~~ ______ ._,--~-----~_, _______ ~ ___ =_!~_~_~ __ . __ '_"_~ ______________________________ __ 
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The real oause of this oondition is somewhat 
siJ-
th.er'tioal. A study was made by Gunther in whioh he 
was unable to give a oause definitely. However"he 
believes the cause of these Phenomena is determined, 
either genetioally or on a hormonal basis, the hormonal 
regulation being due to desturbances in the genito. 
interrenal system. Some think it to be the result of 
interrenal overaotivlty, but Gunther oonoluded that 
this is .ere likely just anasseoiated Q.n'it~.n, sinoe 
it 1s quite frequently found in oonjunotion with ether 
oonditiens, as anamolles. These individuals seem to be 
especially prone to develope hernias, malignant tumors, 
especially tumors of the sex glands, and certain 
lnfectuous diseases, most partioularly sepsis and 
tuberoulosis. No reason is advanoed for this tendenoy. 
The Early Post-natal Form. - Infant lle Pubertas Praeoox. 
At least a part of the cases of premature pubertl 
are assooiated with this oondition of suprarenal oortioal 
hyperfunotion. Often times a ohild will appear quite 
normal at birth and oontinue to develope as suoh until 
the fifth or sixth year. At this time. or even earlier, 
he may show an exoessive aooumulation of fat and abnormal 
g;towth. These ohanges in phIS ioal shape may be aooompanied 
by ohanges in oharaoter as unusual aotivity and strength. 
whioh oondition has beendesoribed by various frenoh 
workers as, " enfants herouleans". The external genitalia 
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go through changes sUailar to those seen at puberty. In 
the girls this may assume the form of increased size of 
the labia, development of the mammary glands and early 
menstruation, or it may appear as a tendenay toward the 
male type of development with indioations of virilism. 
Several suoh reports aFe seen of oases who, before the 
age of puberty, show an increased growth of the body 
and a male type distribution of hair, hypertrophy of 
the olitoris, deepening of the voioe and masouline 
bodily oonformation. 
F (i. t f il i reedman repor s a case o· a oh d s x months old 
who complained of reaurrent blood in the stools and an 
inability to retain fatty foods. Examination showed 
positive findings of protruding abdomen, definite hyper-
toniaity of musales, fuzz on the faae and body, hair on 
the upper lip and pubes, a visible and palpable alitoris, 
whiah measured lam. in length, hypertrophy of the labia 
maJora, muoh brownish pigmentation on the faae and baok 
and left leg. and blood whieh didn't alot aoming from 
. the vagina. S inoe that time she menstruated several t baes 
at intervals of about every four weeks whioh lasted two 
to three days. Under a dietary oorreotion she showed 
Uaprovement with no further spread of the pigment, but 
no mention was made of a oessation of mensis or change 
in the pub'ic hair. No operation was done beaause of 
. 
improvement':. but the question of differential diagnosis 
was discussed. In his opinion the diagnosis lay between 
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tumor of the pineal gland, tumor of the gonads, and 
tumor of the suprarenal gland. Pineal tumor was decided 
" against because those eases usually show a rapid growth 
whioh was absent here. Ovarian tumor w_/a.lseredi ted 
beoBuse of the early onset of mens~~d because of lhe 
close relationship known to be present between the 
suprarenals and the gonads, the ease ~ere Just didn't 
fit the picture of ovarian disorder. He finally decided 
on suprarenal disorder, but at that time surgery didn't 
seem to be indioated so it wasnt done. 
jij-
Harris and Flemer reported a case of hypernephroma 
acoompanied by virilism in a girl three lears and eleven 
months old. In this case the tumor was found and removed 
surgically. At the time of reporting the authors believed . 
it to be the second successful case of surgery on this 
type of tumor, 11 oases having been reported with 2 
surviving_" These authors also reviewed 25 other oases in 
the literature of which 20 were females and 5 males. The 
symptoms and findings were, collectively,: ages- birth 
to thirteen years old. ~ration of symptoms before death-
six months to 14 years and six months. The greatest age 
attained was 16 years ill whlah oase the symptoms were 
present for 6 years. All oases showed pubio hair and 
12 showed hair on the face. 11 cases showed obeSity. 
3 of the 5 boys showed great muscular development. 15 of 
the girls and 5 boys showed a sex~al davelopment indioated 
by (girls) a definite hypertrophy of the olitoris in 6, 
preoooious development in 5, and normal in 3. (:Soys) 1 
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showed. a definite hypertrophy of the external genital;3, 
2 were precocious and 2 normal. ~athological reports 
were obtained on 19 and they were all reported 88 some 
sort of hypernephroma, most of whioh were malignant. 
Surgery was attempted in 11 oases with 9 deaths. The 
other to sarvlve was one in whiah the tumor was 
enoapsulated. Upon its removal the abnormal bair growth 
disappeared, the olitoris was less markedly enlarged 
but the voioe remained loarse, even after 2 years. 15 of 
tbe oases oame to autopsy and 5 showed metastasis to 
the liver, 5 to the lungs, and 2 metastasized to both 
liver and. lungs. 1 oase showed invasioa of the suprarenal 
vein, while 4 oases showed,/dn/matastasis. 
v 
Rowntree and Ball noted many aases of preoooious 
sex development in young girls who were studied at the 
Mayo olinio, but the olinical evidence in most of them 
was insuffioient, so that a positive diagnosis in them 
of suprar~Gal dysfunotion was not possible. Along this 
line of early menstruation, eto.,they say, '''Some authors 
olaUa that in oonditions of this sort, in whioh a supra-
renal tumor has been found, there has been marked ohange 
either in the pituitary body or the ovary, whioh would 
account for the preoooioas menstraation. In any event 
the interrelationship is important". 
From the reports, the prognosiS of these oases is 
usua~ly quite grave. As w~ seen in the prenatal types 
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of tumors, these also show a strong tendenay to be 
malignant. 
The Late Form of Saprarenal H1Perfunatlon,- Adult 
Virilism and Hirsutism. 
This is a syndrome which develops when the tamor 
appears after the individual is past ,ubsrty. Here 
the changes lloted in the prenatal form Qadt take plaoe 
because the external genitals, and other primary sex 
characteristios have beoome established in their true 
state. Also the desturbances in the secondary sexual 
aharaateristics don't appear here beoause they have 
become normally established. that is, in the female 
the menstrual cyole has already reached its normal 
periOdicity. and the breasts andgenltals have developed, 
spd in the male the beard has appeared, the voice 
deepened, and the genitals have reached the increased 
size and adult functional capaoity. However, there is 
a definite group of symptoms which do appear and when 
they do they are practically diagnostio of cortical 
tumor. 
Hers. as in previous reviews, it is seen that the 
sex incidenoe is most commonly in the female. The onset 
may be mane fested by irregular mens'truat ion, or 
amenorrhea, aocompanied by nausea and vomiting. They may 
show unusual musoular strength, same even being able to 
lift greater loads than men who are oonsidered to be 
quite strong.- There may be soma-mental ob.811ges accompanying 
the disease, shown as egotism, everbaaring tendenoies, 
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irritability, and features whioh have been int.rpreted 
as a kind of mental hypersthenia. 'Assooiated with this 
~s the oharaoteristio appearanoe of hair over the body, 
noted espeoially on the faoe as mustaohes and long 
beards, and long hairs over the body and extremities, 
the pioture of hirsutism. About the only ohange in tbe 
genitals seems to be an enlargement of the olitoris. 
Later in the oourse of the disease dark spots, or a 
generalized pigmentation, may develop, and after several 
months, if untreated, symptoms of Addison's disease may 
intervene whioh terminate in death. 
Sprunt oites as evidenoe of etlo1ogJ one oase in 
Which all symptoms disappeared upon removal of a tumor 
by operation but they re-appeared when the growth 
returned. 
In contrast to the female pioture, sprunt notes a 
oase Which ooourred in a man 44 years old, Previous to 
the onset of symptoms he had been normal in every way. 
and he was the father of two normal ohild.en. He first 
notioed a ohange when his breasts enlarged and beoame 
painful. The nipples rapidly beoame pigmented, he lost 
his potenoy, and a large amount of fat beoame deposited 
on the abdomen, face and breasts. There was no ohange 
notioed here in the normally deposited hair. on the 
head, faoe , axilla, pubes, eta. This patient was 
operated on and. a large, eno,apsulated tumor of the left 
suprarenal gland was removed, with a oomplete disappearanoe 
--
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of symptoms. He beoame sexually potent and one year 
after operation he had remained free from any recurrenoe. 
There are many cases of cortiaal tumor reported in 
the literature but .urray and sUnpsoJ'were able to find 
the reports of but two oases of sucoessful surgical 
removal of these tumors before 1925. These were reported 
by Holmes at, that time from a review of the literature, 
who at the same time reported another case, Two cases 
of tumor of the oortex of the gland were reported between 
1925 and 1927, both of Which died, but an operation was 
done on only one. 
Murray and Simpsonq'report a very interesting oase 
of a wo.an whom they observed. The patient was 36 years 
old, in' good health up until 2 or 3 year. before when 
she had several sev~re attaoks of abdominal pain whiah 
reaurred at intervals of a few weeks and were aooompanied 
by anorexia. These gradually disappearad. Nine months 
before the operation the patient missed her regular 
period. This faat was more striking beoause she had 
always been quite regular in her periods. Later she 
notioed ohanges elsewhere in her body. These were an 
inorease in weight, the h~ds and feet beoa~e larger, 
there was a falling out of < the hair of the head with 
a coarsening of the skin of the faoe, and an inorease 
in the amount of hair on the faoe, ohin, and lips. Also 
she beoame very muoh depressed mentally. Five months 
after meosis stopped a tumor was desoovered in the right 
I ,~ 
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loin and at that time it .as suspected to be renal in 
nature but later it was diagnosed to be hypernephroma, 
because of tha changing features. There was a blood 
pressure of 200;120 and the symptoms continued to 
increase in severity until operation. Following operation 
. 
there was a marked change in the symptoms, all but the 
blood pressure showing a marked improvement. After two 
months she was able to return to her home and at that 
time definite ohanges were noted in her skin, Which were 
muoh exfoliating and scaling, and the hirsutism was less 
marked. Also the scalp hair began to grow again. Before 
the operation she had a ravenous appetite and had 
gained markedly in weight. but sinoe the operation these 
had both returned to within normal limits for her. 
Gradually the other oharacteristios of hirsutism disappeared 
and she assumed her former normal features. Most 
interesting is the fact that she began menstruating 
exact ally 36 weeks to the day after her last period, 
the day on which she would have expeoted it had there 
been no intervening trouble. The blood pressure was 
lowered to about l30mm. of meroury systolio, but was 
very easily raised to 190 to 200 with the sligh*est 
exoitement. 
Dr. H.R. Gleave made the pathological examination 
of the tumor removed in this oase, and following his 
report he gave a very good review of adrenal oortical 
tumors. He oalls attention to the faot that the term 
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"Adrenal cortioal hypernephroma", has been suggested 
for this type of tumor. They arise from the oells of 
the _drenal aort •• and are alearly disttnguished from 
the paragangliomas and neuroblastomas arisiag from the 
medulla. Thes. may be of all grades of malignanoy, oases 
having been reported in whioh the symptoms extended, in 
one oase ,14 years and another about 16 years with the 
removal of a 12 pound enoapsulated tumor. Another case 
was notad in whioh the symptoms began eight months 
before death and metastasis was found to the vena oava. 
It is his observation that. "The tumors whioh more 
olosely resemble the adrenal oortex are the more benign". 
Also he fiDds that even the malignant tumors may remain 
localized for a muoh longer time than other types of 
tumor., thus giving a slightly more favorable prognosis. 
~1-
Kennedy and Lister report a oase of hypernephroma 
in a patient 13 and one half years oid whioh was 
apparently started by a fall 5 months before. She showed 
the marks of hirsutism, and at operation a tumor was 
removed, However. in a very few hours she died, and at 
autopsy it was found that the right gland, the one 
whioh was,le ft, was present in only a small amou.nt 
and that was muoh atrophied. The authors pOinted out 
that in oases of this kind it isn't at all unoommon to 
find the opposite suprarenal gland very poorly developed • 
• similar observation was made by Rowntree and Ball in 
a patient from whom a right sided tumor was removed. In 
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this oase there was no gland found on the left side at 
all. 
Rowntree and Ball also note that oooasionally 
suprarenal oarc.inoma 1s assoc iated wi tn, as a case 
reported from the M«yo olinic reoords, enlargement of 
the thyroid gland, nervousness, tremor, taohyoardia. 
hyperhydrosis. intolerence to heat, dyspnea, ohoking 
sensations, precordial distress, inoreased appetite and 
basal metabolic rate. and hypertension. Tbere was also 
a skin pigmentation, weakness, fatigue, alopeoia, 
suppression of menstruation, ohange in voice and inorease 
in weight, all suggestive of perverted funotion of the 
suprarenal oortex. Death followed operation and it was 
such as to suggest suprarenal insufficienoy, whloh was 
borne out at autopsy by the finding of only a small 
gland remainiug on the opPosite side. 
A oase of apparent overactivit'l of the suprarenal 
cortex was reported by Eowntree and Ball without finding 
any pathological basis for it at operation. However, all 
the symptoms were relieved by unilateral suprarenalectomy 
so it points to the ooourrance of cortical hyperactivit, 
without morphologioal change of the gland. 
Treatment. 
This is primarily a surgical problem. However, if 
the oase' is one inwhiah mal1gnanc1 appeared very early 
wi th metsstas is, so that it is inoperable, X-ray is 
then indiaated. The tumor cells are usually quite susceptible 
to X-rays while normal gland tissue 1s very resistant. 
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MEDULLARY HYpmiFUNC~ION. 
As was seen in oases of aortiaal hyperfunation, 
the etiology lay with tumor tissue of some sort. ~he 
same is true of medullary tumors. ~here are primarily 
three types of tumors, whiah are differentiated from 
the others by the type of oells from whiah they arise. 
Bluroblastama. 
Although all thrle'types of neuroblastoma are 
mentioned the only one whioh is given muoh aonsideration 
in the reports is the Hutohinson variety, the one whioh 
involves by metastasis the orbit, skull and long bones. 
At Mayo olinio, Rowntree and Ball found seven oases had 
been examined, all of whiah were ohild.en. Only one oase 
was studied through and oame to autopsy, but the symptoms 
and findings of all were very similar and they all died 
very early. 
~~ Case Report: A boy, aged 13, apparently had been 
well until about six months before his examination at 
thl olinia, when it was notioed that s~all lumps were 
appearing under his soalp, and he had begun to, lose 
strength and had beoome inoreasingly pale. He had been 
taken to a phYSician. who had examined his eyes and had' 
said that he had choked discs. Sinoe that tUBe he had 
grown gradually weaker. His vision had beoome progressively 
poorer, and the lumps on his head had oontinued to 
inarease in size. For about a month before his admission 
;':::-~, 
hi had been aomplaining of attaaks of pain in his knees 
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and hips. He had not complained of headaahes or vomiting. 
When the patient was examined at the clinic pallor 
wae striking and his skin had a slightly greenish tint. 
The entire vertex and forehead were oovered with nodules 
varying in size from 2 or 3 to 6 or 7 om. in diameter. 
Some of these nodules were rather soft and others were 
ve ry hard. The ve ins 0 f t he so alp we re gre at 11' d il ate d 
and there was moderate exophthalmos. He was extremely 
emaciated and his skin was hot and dry. There were hard, 
rapidly throbi~g ve •• els in his neok. The liver and 
spleen were palpible and there was marked tenderness 
over' the sternum. Ooular examination revealed choked 
disks. 
The patient was hospitalized and grew gradually 
worse during the month he was under observation. He then 
oontraoted influenza and died. Neoropsy disolose4 
malignant neuroblastoma of the left suprarenal gland 
with multiple, extensive metastasis to the bones of the 
skull, vertebra, sternum, and regional lymphatio 
struotures; bilateral hypostatio broaohopneumonia, 
also was present. 
Gangl ioneuroma. 
This type of tumor is quite rare. Usually they 
are small, benign tumors whioh are aooidentally found 
at neoropsy without having given any symptoms during 
life. Ocoasionally the~~_ are seen to reaoh some appreoiable 




twentieth year. Rowntree and Ball found a report by 
Gallerstedt and Helm, in 1928, of a boy six years old, 
by X-ray a coral like calcification in the suprarenal 
region. At autopsy it was found. to be a calaified ganglio-
neuroma of the suprarenal medulla. 
Faragangliomas (Chromaffin cell tumors) 
Clinically, these are the most signifioant of all 
tumors of the suprarenal medulla. Rowntree and Ball noted 
that Berdez first described the condition in 1892. In 
1929 Rabin reviewed the literature and found 30 authentic 
oases reported in all literature of tumors of this type. 
These tumors are found, not only in the suprarenal 
medulla, but also in other parts of the body wherever 
chromaffin tissue is found, notably in sympathetic 
ganglia, and oarotid body or Zukerkandl's organ. The 
• 
tumors are usually benign and do not produce a cachexic 
state. 
Sprunt foand that Rabin in his review noted more 
women than men were affecte4. there being 18 women and 
6 men. The ages uaually range from the 4th to the 6th 
decades, but there was one case reported who was only 
2 years old. 
The symptoms of this type of tumor are usually 
quite constant. Goldzieber notes chiefly those of high 
blood pressure and exacerbations with further increase 
in the pressure. Sprunt also calls attention to the 
sudden rise in blood pressure; evidence of peripberal 
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vaso-constl"iationj violent heart aetion and glycosuria. 
These all suggest an epinephrin reaation. Rowntree and 
Ball note a series of symptoms whiah are desaribed in 
other reports. These are; (1) Changes of solerosis due 
to epinephrin in a child 2 years old with this type of 
tumor. (2) vaso-motor instability in another case. An 
apparently very healthy man had a tooth extraated 
under local cocaine anesthesia and in 2 hours he died. 
At necropsy a large bilateral suprarenal tumor was 
found which contained muoh epinephrine (3) Intermittent, 
paroxysmal hypertension. This was noted by Labbi, finel. 
and Doumer"f?1n 1922 and again in 1927 by Oberling and 
¥~ 
Jung. Rowntree and Ball saw a similar case in 1926 
whiah presented oomplaints of paroxysmal attaoks of 
dyspnea, oooipital headache", tachyoardia, and vomiting. 
Careful study showed the blood pressure to rise suddenly. 
in 3 or 4 minutes from th. onset of the attaok, from a 
systolic pressure of 80 or 90mm. of mercury to 160 or 
180mm. of meroury. Also they further observed that the 
tachycardia was seaondary to the rise in blood pressure, 
and was aacompanied bV a moderate dilation of the hear~ 
during the paroxysm. This patient was operated on and a 
left suprarenal tumor was removed. She apparently 
recovered from the paroxysms and was able to do her 
normal work. 
,,~ 
Pincof! reported a ease with symptoms similar to 
those stated above. This patient oomplained of hot. 
-"'" 
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flushed feeling in both arms followed by a sensation 
of tightness about the heart with palpitation. There 
was a sensation of dyspnea and of swelling in the neok 
as well as nausea whioh was partly relieved by forced 
vomit ing. During the attack there was some apprehens ion 
and a gener.l shaky, nervous feeling. The blood pressure 
was about l20/S0 but during an attack it ranged up to 
260 systolic and returned quite slowly. All symptoms 
were relieved upon removal of a medullary tumor which 
contained muoh apinephrin. 
A third oase was reported by Rowntree and Ball in 
their paper, in Which the patient complained of peculiar 
attacks accompanied by an unpleasant sensation in the 
epigastrium, "Similar tOt but not exactally, nausea". 
Most of the attacks oocurred in bed. but he found that 
by assuming a certain upright position the attacks 
could be brought on at will. The oolor became ashen, 
the systolic pressure rose from 110 to 200mm. of Hg. 
or more in about 90 seconds. In bed the attacks lasted 
about 30 or 40 seoonds but when upright they pitsisted 
for 3 or 4 minutes and then disappeared as rapidly 
as they appeared. A large tumor was found in this case. 
the removal of which relieved the symptoms. 
It has been indicated that it isnt in all oases 
of intermittent hypertension or vasoular orisea that 
are indications of suprarenal tumor. Cases have been 
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reported with symptoms similar to this ocourring with 
mediastinal tumors and pneumonia. They have also been 
attributed to vagus irritation. In contrast to the 
apparent nearly oonstant findings of tumor with the 
symptoms of inoreased epinephrinism, Rowntree and Ball 
report a oase in whioh no tumor was found to indicate 
the cause of the symptoms. 
Goldsieher, along the line of inoreased symptoms 
of hyperepinephrinism without tumor of the pheochrome 
tissue, believes it is logioal to assume such to be 
the oase. An excessive blood pressure and arterial 
ohanges may be the result. The~e have been considered 
for a long time but not aooepted beoause of the inability 
of the pharmacologists to demonstrate the epinephrin 
in the blood stream in larger quantities than normal. 
However, he sees no reason why it might not be present 
in an altered form which hasn't as yet been identified 
by the ordinary methods. In upholding the theory the 
author points out obs.~vationB whioh he has made in 
many thousand gland examinat ions under the microscope. 
He noted ohanges which he conside:ecl~ to be quite 
characteristic, the most significant of which he found 
in eaoh ease, which was, great hypertrophy of the muscle 
bundles of the suprarenal veins. The muscles, by 
oontraoting, tend to block the lumen of the vessel, thus 
preventing the regular venous exit from being used by 
diverting the blood into the collaterals t on the left 
---
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side to the diaphragm and kidney and on the right to 
the liver.In this way the epinephrin is probably 
inactivated before it reaches the heart and arterial 
oiroulation. In hypertension and arteriosclerosis these 
musoles in the vein walls are extremely hypertrophied 
indioating an attempt to divert the blood flow. He says 
that this phenomenon has. since his description. been 
noted by other observers. He oalled further attention 
to the faot that in hypertensinn there is an increase 
in the adrenalin content of the glands. About 20 years 
ago an increase of 50 to lOO~ over the normal was noted. 
Later he noted small nodules in the glands. similar to, 
but muoh smaller than. the pheochromatic tumors 
observed in paroxysmal hypertension. 
Treatment. 
The treatment for medullary tumors, as was seen in 
those of the oortex, is primarily surgical, but X-ray 
or radium may be used. Sprunt notes that Vaquez suggests 
the use of insulin to counteract tbe effects of epinephrtn 
on the blood sugar. 
Suprarenal Tumors and Hypertension. 
There seems to be a very definite relationship 
between tumors of the suprarenal glands and hypertension. 
Rowntree and Ball reviewed the literature on this subjeot, 
citing all references, and they found that in a few cases 
the medullary tumors were surgioally removed with a loss 
of symptoms, While one~as reported by Vaquez who refused 
operation and he finally had a oontinuous and permanent 
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hypertension. In the oases whioh these men studied, 29 
in all. they grouped them into three types in an 
attempt to determine just what the relationship of the 
suprarenals to the matter of hypertension might be. 
1. Paroxysmal hypertension dominates the group (chiefly 
paraganglioma. ) 
2. Body configuration and ohanges in sex characteristios 
indicate hyperaotivity of the oortex as well. 
3. Those in whioh glycosuria and hyperglycemia are 
prominent olinioal findings. 
These authors also note that there are several features 
of the disease of these glands which have a bearing on 
bloodpressure: 
1. Hypotension results from the destruction of the 
gland. 
2. A potent principle which raises the blood pressure 
has been isolated from this gland. 
S. Tumors often 18ad to intermittant or continuous 
hypertension and removal of the tumor restores 
normal blood pressure. 
From their stUdies the authors (Rowntree and Ball) came 
to'.the oonolusion that, U\fe are foroed then, we believe, 
to acoept either tbe view that there is a small and 
special group of oases of hypertension of whioh the oause 
is in the suprarenal gland, or that the suprarenal glands 
partioipate direotly or indireotly in the pathogenesis 
of hypertension Tf • 
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Thus from the stQdies it oan be seen that the 
subjeot of suprarenal tumors is a very oomplex one. 
Some cases present symptoms which are very clearaut 
and in which the diagnosis is relatively easy. Other 
oases present symptoms of involvement of both parts of 
the gland and they may even resemble very closely 
some other endocrine dysorasia. 
MEDULLARY HYPOFUBC~ION. 
When the medullary tissue fails to produoe suffioient 
epinephrin, or other substanoe whatever it may be, there 
are apparently very few symptoms whioh are definite. 
Little mention is made anywhere in the literature. of 
a hypofunctioning medulla except as theoretical cause 
of a condition, as that desoribed by Mills Which produoed 
~hypoadrenia". However, the only evidence he had for 
the belief was the faot that his patients responded well 
to epinephrin therapy and similar results were not 
obtained in this country. 
Goldzieher believes that medullary insuffioiency 
may be a factor in producing a low bloodpressure with 
a low blood sugar Which is oommonly found in infections. 
He believes that this is a picture of deoreased 
sympathetio tonus aocounted for by medullary injury-
Further, he believes that many cases diagnosed as 
"heart failure" in diphtheria, pneumonia, and other 
acute infections are tae result of peripheral ciroulatory 
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failure oaused by medullary insuffioienoy. 
In Berkow's study of the glandular injury resulting 
from burns, he finds that patients treated with medullary 
8xtractseen to get along muoh better thsn those who 
do not get this substanoe. He believes the syndrome seen 
in those oases may be the result of a sudden depletion 
of hormone which affeots a part of the nervous system, 
or a sudden rise in the nitrogen produots of the blood 
due to a loss of exoretion through the kidneys or a 
lack of detoxifying prooesses. 
However, it may bassen that the evidenoe isn't 
suffioiently large, as yet, to definitely establish a 
state of medullary insuffioienoy. 
----------------------,----_£~-*--,--
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OTHER CONDITIONS, whioh appear to be assooiated with 
the suprarenal dysfunction. 
In addition to the various syndromes whioh have 
been above, oertain other writers have pointed out the 
possibility that these glands may be the cause of other 
conditions, or that other pathology elsewhere in the 
body may result in definite reactions in the suprarenal 
glands. These conditions, as would be expected, are still 
hypo t he t io al in nature and are muo h in d-ispu te • 
!:Ir 
Acoording to Bisohoff and Maxwell There has long 
been the idea that the origin and extension of neoplastic 
tissue is due to the laok of. or imbalanoe in, the growth 
regulating hormones. florking along those lines Coffey 
s5 and Humber prepared an extraot of sheep suprarenal 
glands and by its use they found that it caused sloughing 
and ultimate disappearence of malignant tumors in man.. 
InJeotions in graduated doses, suboutaneously at regular 
intervals. oaused marked neorosis of areas of malignancy 
followed shortly by sloughing. where it was anatomioally 
possible. When these patients came to autopsy it _as 
found that necrosis had taken plaoe in metastatio areas, 
even if they were no larger than a le,ad penoil pOint. 
Clinioally t these patients treated with the extract said 
that they felt •. slept. and ate better. A very striking 
observation was that very soon the weight began to 
inorease and a large part of the pain disappeared. The 
patients were given the extraot suboutaneously, beginning 
with one minim twioe a week and inoreasing it to twelve 
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minims. ~hey oould show nothing that would indio ate 
that the extraot was of value as a substitute for the 
suprarenal hormone. 
In oontrast to the olaims of Coffey and Humber, 
V~ 
Harris reports a study of 4l~ oases of malignanoy of 
all parts of the body who were treated by the Coffey-
Humber method. ~he studies were made under the Kellog 
Foundation and as far as was humanly possible it was 
done without preJudioe. They reaohed the following 
oonolusions : 
"l.The benefits of use of the suprarenal oortex extract 
experienoed by pat1ents with malignant tumors in relation 
to gain in weight and rel1ef from pain did not ooour 
uniformly or in the majority of the patients observed 
by us. 
2. The extraot administered to these pattents had no 
seleotive influenoe on the growth, neorosis or sloughing 
of malignant tumors. 
3. Neorosis and sloughing of malignant tumors were not 
benefioial, but were detrimental to these patients, 
produoing hemorrhage. anemia, distreSSing fistulae, 
perforation with abscess or peritonitis and other serious 
oonse quenoe s. 
4. Cure of malignant diseases in patients with advanoed 
oaroinoma or sarooma, in view of the experienoe of the 
patients of this series, oannot reasonably be expeoted 
to ooour as a result of the use of the suprarenal 
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oortex extraot. 
5. The benefits to be expeoted from use of suprarenal 
oortex extraot lie prinoipally in improved appetite, 
improved musole tone and better feeling of general well-
being of patients who are ambulatory or who are not too 
far advanoed toward a fatal termination of the disease". 
Arterial Hypertension. 
This subjeot has been partially disoussed under 
the heading of Medullary tumors, but some other phases 
are found whioh are oonsidered here. 
SF 
European olinioians have been interested in this 
oondition, espeoially in regard to the hypertensive oases. 
One of these writers disousses hypertension at menapause. 
Women at manapause present sometimes a pioture of vago-
tonia in whioh there is preoocious hair growth, slight 
pallor, normal or subnormal blood pressure with a marked 
tendenoy to urtioaria, asthma, pseudo-angl~a, and other 
anaphylaotio phenomena and with neuromusoular and vasoular 
hypotonia. As oontrasted with this type there is presented 
the sympathicotonic syndrome of stout, plethorio appea%$nce, 
highly colored or oongested faoe with a fresh skin even 
during summer, with a tendenoy toward virilism, appearing 
younger tb.au their real age, no tendenoy to anaphylaxis. 
neuromuscular or oardiovasoular hypotonia, but rather 
to a hypertensive state. One suoh patient had a unilateral 
suprarenalectomy- with a marked drop in blood pressure, 
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whioh amounted to a drop in systolio pressure of from 
50 to lOOmm. of meraury. However too little is known 
and the results are '88 yet too inoomplete to draw any 
definite aonalusions from the studies. 
Peripheral Arterial Disease,- Buerger~t Raynaudb ~isease. 
sr 
Sprunt noted that Oppel believes both aonditions 
ere due to the ssme aause, that of spasm of the arteries 
brought about through the sympathetia aervous system 
and that the presenae of hyper~thromboaytosis and hJPer-
glyaemiawlth inereased aentral arterial pressure ~:and 
lowered peripheral pressure were all dependent upon 
hyperfunationing of the suprarenal glands. Be alaimed 
good results from unilateral suprarenaleatomy. He 
reported one e$Se of Buerge~s disease in whiah the 
progress was stopped, pain disappeared and the patient 
aould use his foot. Another oase the gangrene stopped, 
the pain stopped and the foot was usefUl again. 
Along, with surgery radioth.rapy may be of value. 
!'t 
But Or 11e reports 5 eases of unila~~r>al suprarenal-
ectomy in Reynaud's disease in which there was no relief 
:3 
of symptoms. Allen and Brown also studied the effects' 
of tre,atment of Raynaud's disease but they used glandular 
extraets. They found theextracte to be valueless in 
the ir stud ie s. 
--
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Some Evidenoe of Interaotion of the Various Endoorines. 
I~ 
Dr. Orile bas been very muoh interested in the 
aotions of the suprarenal gland for some time and he has 
done muoh work on the sUb3eot. In his studies he has 
noted the great similarity of the oonditions of hyper-
thyroidism. neurooiroulatory asthenia, and peptio uloer. 
They all oocurcin individuals, tfMost aotive, most stri71ins, 
most worrying men and women". He believes that this may 
be due to the oontrol whioh the frontal lobe has 
obtained over the suprarenal-sympathetio-thyroid system 
and quite often the syndrome is set off by an emotional 
exoitation a;Jexoessive worry and work, or by infeotion. 
and sinoe the adequate defensive meohanism and general 
body aotivities can't be oarried on properly without 
the system, he sees no reason why. by disconneoting 
the system from the propelling action of the brain. that 
it oan't overoome a large part of the distressing 
$ymptoms. Working on that theory he has p.~formed many 
operations on the suprarenal glands. sinoe these are 
probably the most vulnerable point in the ohain. He 
finds good results in this type of treatment with, in 
man~ oases, almost oomplete loss of symptoms of the 
exophthalmos and neurooiroulatory asthenia. and those 
in peptio uloer were quite promising. The oortex is 
just denervated in:the treatment of neurociroulatory 
asthenia and he believeS', it is almost a speoifio treatment. 
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He reserves the operation in peptic ulcer for those who 
respond poorly to any other form of medic ine or surgery 
and tend to recur. 
The operation for recurrent hyperthyroidism is 
usually a unilateral suprarenalectomy, and be finds a 
noticable quieting of tbe patient. He believes the 
results are obtained this way because. in the normal 
gland there is a large reserve in tissue so that the 
removal of a gland only causes hypertrophy of that 
tissue which remains. But in diseased glands all the 
tissue is be ing used. and so the removal of one gland 
decreases the supply by half. He reports that the 
symptoms have been very well controlled in his studies 
and he is very enthusiaitic over the possibilities it 
presents • 
.As further studies are made on Peptio uloer Orile 
notes the presenae of gastrio hyperacidity in both that 
and hyperthyroidism. while in myxedema there is a 
deoreased or absent acidity. He reasons that the thyroid 
oontrols gastrio aoidity and the adrenals control the 
thyroid through the sympathetics. Hens~. if the adrenals 
are controlled the thyroid and ulcer symptoms should 
be oontrolled. His experiments have been promising but 
not conolusive as yet. 
Other Glands. 
Panoreas in diabetes. An European experimenter, 
I~ Ominate, believes that diabetes oan be oontrolled very 
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well by attacking the suprarenal gland. He has shown 
by denervating the adrenals of a panoreateotomized dog 
that the blood sugar level dropped markedly; similarly 
it reacted the seme in a patient who was suffering from 
diabetes. The patient was markedly improved and the 
blood and urine sugar levels were muoh lower. The 
patient was more sensitive to insulin. shown by obtaining 
the desired reaction from smaller doses. This interpretation 
seems reasonable sinoe the ep1nephrin is the antagonist 
of insulin and when the inhibitory aotion of insulin is 
removed the sympathetio system tends to reaot by 
stimulating the adrenals to further epinephrin seoretion, 
whioh releases more sugar. Thus by severing the sympathetio 
oontrol the exoessive epinephrin secretion would be 
oheoked. 
Gonads.- In gonadectomy. 
Anderson and Kennedyl# made a study of the effeots of 
gonadeotomy on the adrenals and other endocrines. Atters 
rather exhaustive a.arch they oonoluded the study of 
the rat by saying. "The adrenals of animals spayed before 
maturity resemble those of the oontrol.s of the same age 
until the latter. have beoome mature. The adrenals of 
the operated animals then retain, in part. the struoture 
of those of the immature animals. In the oase of 
gonadeotomy after maturity there is a temporary inorease 
of lipoid in the fasoioulata. more marked in the females • . 
with oongestion of the inner third of the oortex.In the 
,--
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male 3 weeks after oastration the adrenals appear 
similar to those in normal animals. The prooess of 
regression is the female with degenerative ohanges 
in the inner portion of the oortex and marked oongestion 
of the oapillaries". They further believe that the 
glands inorease in size by an increase of the oortex and 
not the medullary tissue. 
Pituitary Gland. 
In a study of the relations of the suprarenal and 
HO 
pituitary glands, Moehlig and Bates noted the not 
uncommon assooiation of polyoythemia with suprarenal 
tumors. But they believe that this is due to a mal-
funotioning pituitary rather than suprarenal gland. 
Their ideas are based on the oonolusions reaohed by 
various foreign writers and they quote one, ftSohweizer 
believes that the suprarenals influenoe oenters whioh 
have a hemopoetio influenoe. lfthe suprarenals are 
defective, the oentral regula~ing meohanism is defeotive. 
He bases this oonolusion in part on the observations of 
defects of the brain assooiated with suprarenal defeots". 
Some men have had good results in inoreasing the 
red blood oell oount in various diseases, aooording to 
Moehlig and Bates, by administering oortioal extraot. 
This has even been obtained in the treatment of pernioious 
anemia. 
Acoording to one reporter, the degeneration and 
----------~----,---
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necrosis of the suprarenal corte~ results in the liberation 
of a toxin which stimulates the bone marrow. Also he 
believes that there is a very close relation between 
the suprarenal cortex and the reticulo-endothelial 
system. Others, however. have reported several times 
that there is a polycythemia with excision of the supra-
renals in animals. Further. Rowntree and Snell note the 
not uncommon polycythemia in Addison's disease but they 
also say that except for the crises there is usually 
a normal blood volume. 
. 8 
According to Barker, in Addison's disease there is 
a marked decrease in the number of baso~hilic cells 
of the pituitary gland. 
As a oonclusion to their study Moe~lig and Bates 
have decided that the suprarenal cortex reflects the 
state of the pituitary gland. They believe that the 
primary dtsease of the suprarenal cortex, resulting in 
either hypo- or hyper-function, produces a variable but 
definite change in the pituitary as a secondary factor. 
And since the change occurrs they believe the pituitary 
gland is responsible for many of the changes attributed 
to the suprarenal gland. It has been shown by injecting 
pituitary extract that it is possible to produce supra-
renal cortex hypertrophy. Also in persons predisposed 
to suprarenal deficiency there has been shown a pituitary 
hyperplasia. But others have shown a hyperplasia with 




From studies made ~y Lookwood and Hartman there ... 
appears a definite relationship between the suprarenal 
,"/ 
oortex· and vit~ins B and C. In 1928 Sz.nt-Gyorgyi 
isolated hexuronio acid from the suprarenal cortex and 
'1 in 1932 King and Waugh pointed out that the vitamin 0 
whioh they isolated from lemin Juioe was ident ioal with 
it. Later it was shown that vitamin C deficiency can 
be prevented by feeding the raw suprarenal cortical 
substance. 
------------------------"-- -- -----,_. --------~.,----
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SUMMARY. 
Of all the various syndromes attributed to the 
suprarenal gland deficiency, Addison's disease is the 
only one upon whieh all the writers agree to be the 
result of a lack of function of the organ. FUrther, it 
is ·the only condition for which a specific treatment 
has been developed. If the cortical extraot therapy is 
institated early enoagh, and in sufficient quantities 
over a long enough time, the patient may be restored 
to health and he may oontinue his normal aotivities 
without symptoms, exoepting a pigmentation of the skin. 
The other conditions of so-oalled "Hypoadrenia", 
or other forms of adrenal insuffioienoy, remain more 
or less in the class of the theoretioal. Opinions have 
been presented both in favor of, and against, the 
existanoe of such a condition. However, oonolusive 
evidence of its presence hasn't as yet been given. It 
is quite likely that it is some other oondition, since 
the treatment with the hormone is usually ineffective. 
The suprarenal cortex appears to be actively 
conneoted with the sexual development. A oondition of 
hyperaotivity of this substanoe, usually in the form 
of a tumor, oauses, in the oongenital form, pseudo-
hermaphroditism; in ohildren before puberty, preoooious 
development of seoondary sex oharacteristivs; and in the 
adult, the development of virilism and hirsutism, with 
also a tendenoy toward a reversion of sexual oharaoteristios. 
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~hese tumors are usually malignant but often they oan 
be entirely removed by surgery, whioh is the best form 
of treatment. 
Medullary disorasias are less· definitely defined 
than oortioal disturbances. Tumors, which have a 
tendenoy to metastasize to bones, lungs and liver, seem 
to be the ohief desturbing faotor. Apparently they 
seorete some substance which inoreases the body aotivity. 
It appears that there is a definite relationship between 
hYPeraotivi7Y of the medullary substanoe and hYPlrtr-
thyroidism.nd hypertension, but this oondition is also 
/ 
muon in dispute. It remains for further work to be done 
before any definite oonclusions may be reached. 
Medullary hypofunotion remains a theroy whioh has 
no de finite olinioal or e.xperimental back1.ng. The same 
may be said of all the other oonditions attributed to 
the suprarenal gland. Until more oonolusive evidence 
is offered supporting the ideas they must remain in 
the speoulative field. 
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